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Abstract

An electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) microwave plasma processing

system consisting of a plasrna charnber and a processing chamber as well as

a ne\,v apparatus called the "species selector ancl energy controller (SSEC)"

is described in detail. Silicon dioxide (SiO2) filrns fabricatecl using this

system r,r'ith<tltt and rvith the SSEC are used l'or r,¿lrious experiments tc-r

delnonstt'¿rte that the SSE(l can effectively sLtppress the darnaging clTects

restrlting l'rom the bombarclnrent on the substrates ¿rncl the olt-gl'c'rr,r,ir-rB

{-illns by ener-getic particles ancl photons ploduced in the plasrna cluring

l'ilrn deposition, as rvell as el'fectir¡ely recluce the upstrezun clifTusion ol'the

react¿rnt 
-Qas l'rotn the processing chamber to the plasrna chamber thus

suppressing the f'ormation of microdust particles due to the heterogerìeous

gas phase reaction. The growth for the filrns fabricated without the SSEC

is due mainly to mass-lirnited reaction and that with the SSEC is clue to

surface rate-limited reaction. The electronic properties of the SiO2 films

fabricated with the SSEC at temperatures higher than 250 oC approach

those of high-quality thermally grown silicon dioxides for a range of film
thicknesses from 100 Å to 1000 Å under this investigation.

The current-voltage (I-V) characteristics follow closely the Fowler-

Norheim (FN) relation implying that at least in this region the motion of

the electrons is controlled by their interaction with the lattice rather than

by their interaction with traps in the forbidden gap, and that the injected

electrons may travel quite a distance before being effectively trapped.

There is no evidence of electron impact ionization taking place prior to

dielectric breakdown. After the onset of FN injection, the current density

lv



in the leading filament could reach a value as high as L0 Alcmz at the

breakdown field, r,vhich could therefore cause thermal instability in the

filarnent. Dielectric breakdor,vn m¿ry be initiated by thermal destruction

and followed by irnpact ionization leading to a sharp increase in current at

the breakdown field.

The effects ol' lnicror,vave plasma radiation on properties o1- metal

oxicle silicolt (MOS) systems have ¿rlso l-reelt stuclied.'I'he efTects ¿rre

stron-gly dependertt on the tcrnperature cluring rzrdizrtiotr. indicatlng that

there ¿rre tr,vo pl'ocesses tal<ing place clul'in-g racliation; oue is thc clel'ect-

creatioll ¿rttd the othcr is the clcl'ect-an¡lihiiation. Florvever, ll-tost o1' the

radiation-indLrcecl del'ects ancl cl-lzrrges c¿lu be anltealed out by a stzurclzll'cl

post rnetallization anuealing (PMA) treatrnent.
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Introduction

The basic device for very large scale integrated (VLSI) circuits is the

metal oxide silicon field effect transistor (MOSFET), ancl the basic

instrlator lnaterial lor this device is the silicon clioricle l'ilrn. 'I'he

collvelltional rnethod for fabricatin-9 Si()2 f ilms is basecl oli thenn¿rl

oxidation of' silicon, rvhich involves zi temperature ol' ¿rbout 1000 "C. Such

hi-eh temper¿rture processitr-9 gives rise to severe tern¡rerature sensitive ancl

diffusion related problerns for rnicroelectronic devices, ancl thus

temperattlre or the process thermal budget is one of the major limitin-g

factors for high density, high perforûtauce, ¿rnd short channel MOS VLSI

ll.ll The process thermal budget is related to the maximum time at a

given processing temperature that can be tolerated while retaining adequate

control of dopant diffusion, particle contamination, thin film uniformity,

and reproducibility for the grown or deposited layers. For the deposition

of thin films the thermal budget can be reduced by the use of low

temperature plasma processing. Among many techniques so far put

forward for the deposition of thin films, the plasma enhanced chemical

vapor deposition (PECVD) technique has been considered to be one of the

most flexible for depositing or etching dielectric and semiconducting

films of various compositions and properties. Because of its flexibility the

plasma processing technique opens a new direction in the future for ultra

large scale integrated (ULSÐ circuit fabrication, for which a cluster of
multi-processing chambers is integrated into a closed system ÍI.2, L3l, to
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minimize foreign particle contamination and to prevent harmful chemical

waste from leaking out to the environment.

There are three different types of PECVD, systems available at

present, namely, the direct PECVD Il.4l, the remote PECVD I 1.51, and the

downstrearn PECVD J 1.61. For the direct PECVD the substrates are

located in the regior-r where activatecl species are produced for the reaction

¿rt the sttbstrate surfaces to l'orm thin solid l'ilrns. Because of the clirect

exposllre to the plasma, the ionic ¿-lncl electronic Lrolnb¿-rrclrnellt c¿rn Lre

tltilizecl to densif'y the lrull< o1'the filrns, r,vhich is benefici¿rl f'or sorl.ìc

applications sttch as the l'abrication of hyclrogenatecl arnorphous silicoll

l'ilms I 1.7,1.8l. Horvever, this technique has sorne drawbacks such ¿rs the

micro-dt"tst particles f'ormed due to heterogerìeous gas phase reaction,

which tends to stick otr the growing filrn surfaces causing an uneveu or

rough surface profile. Furthermore, the ionic bombardment would

damage the substrates and the on-growing films during deposition. Plasrna

is also a source of energetic photon radiations such as soft-X ray and

ultraviolet light. These radiations have been known to be harmful to the

properties of electronic devices fabricated using silicon based materials

U.9-1.151. For the remote PECVD, the substrates are placed close to the

plasma region but are not in contact to the plasma itself. In this case an

external energy source is used to produce a plasma containing activated

species. These activated species are then allowed to react with the reactant

gas, which is injected in front of the substrate surface. With this technique,

the effects of ionic and electronic bombardment on the substrates and the

on-growing films can be greatly reduced but the effects of photon radiation

prevail. For the downstream PECVD, the substrates are located far away
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from the plasma region where they do not see the plasma; so that, the

growing films are not subjected to the bombardment of any energetic

particles including photons. However, another drawback is that the

activated species may lose a large portion of their energy cluring

tlansportation to the substrate surface, which may cause a reduction in

their reaction rate at the substrate surface. It should be noted that all the

above processes are perfonned in an open channel where the reactant gas

such as SiFI4 is free to dìl'l'use upstrezrm torvarcl the plasrna region.

'fhe PE(-'VD techniques rvhich h¿rve been used in inclustrv ernploy

rzrdiclJ'reqttency (r1) radiations for plasma ercitatioll of' a gas rnixture.

Micl'ovvave fì'equency rerdiations have ¿rlso been usecl for plersrna excitation

in recent years. Microwave plasmas under ECR conditions have þeen usecl

as ion sources ll.l6, 1.17]¡. Subsequently, these ion sources have been

further developed into plasrna enhanced or activated chemical vapor

deposition l,l .4, 1.7 | and plasma etching I I . l8- 1 .20]' sysrems based on the

interaction of relatively energetic ions and activated species with the

substrate surface.

In low temperature deposition of SiOz films using ECR microwave

plasmas in the past seven years, it has been found that microdust particles

are always formed during film deposition although silane is injecte d. at a

downstream position. As a result, the deposited films usually yield poor

current-voltage (I-V) and capacitance-voltage (C-V) characteristics though

some physical properties of the films are similar to those of thermally

grown SiOz films. Trial and error experimental experiences have led to

the conclusion that to deposit good quality thin SiO2 films, three conditions

must be met: i) the system must be able to prevent the back diffusion of
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SiH4 from entering the plasma region in order to reduce the heterogeneogs

gas phase reactiott due to the discharge of SiHa to form microdust particles

in the plasma chamber; ii) the systern must be able to suppress all of the

energetic particles from bombarding the substrates and the on-growing

films in order to reduce darnage on the substrate surfaces ancl defects in the

bull< of the films; and iii) the system must be alrle to prol,icle sul'l'icient

activated species for the chernical reaction takin-q place at the substrate

stlrl'ace in order to ntaitrtaitr a good reactic-¡n rate I'or f ilrn clepositi<¡n.

Ill this thesis, nevv appt'o¿rch to meet thcse threc conclitions f'çr tl're

deposition ol'silicon dioxide films will be clescribed. In chzrpter 3. trt rvill

lre shown th¿lt rvith a proper control o1'the species generatecl in the plasller

sttch as electrol'ts, iolls, and excited atoms, silicon dioxide films with high

quality similar to thermally grown dioxide can be fabricated by the ECR

microwave plasmas. Chapter 2 presents a brief review of literature related

to the fabrication techniques and properties of silicon dioxide fihns. In

chapter 4, the effects of deposition parameters on the properties of SiOz/Si

systems are discussed in some detail. A great deal of work reported in the

past few years has dealt with the SiOz films with thicknesses of 300-500 Å.

Film thicknesses below 500 Å may be used as gate oxide layers for MOS

devices, while thicker films with thicknesses 500-1000 Å may be used as

isolation layers for multi-level metalization in VLSI. One of the objectives

in this investigation is to find out whether the dielectric behavior is film-
thickness dependent in the thickness range potentially used for
microelectronic applications, and if so, to study the electron-trap

interaction through this thickness dependence. The results and discussion

about this thickness dependence are given also in chapter 4. Since the
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effects of microwave plasma radiation are important because in practice

PECVD or etching of fihns may involve the exposure of devices to plasma

evell for a short period of time. A study of these effects has been carriecl

ottt. Chapter 5 deals with this subject. The final conclusions of this

research are -given in chapter 6.
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R.eview of Literature Related to Fabrication
Techniques and Froperties of Silicon Dioxide Filrns

In getieral, two colrìtrton techniques l'or the synthesis ol' silicon

dioxicle (Si()2) f ilms irt the microelectronic inclr-rstly ¿ìre ihe therrlal

oxidation aud the chernical vapor deposition (CIVD). 'l-he thermal

oxidaticln process is rvell cstablished, but unclel'certain collclitio¡s it is

limited by the process thermal budget. 'fhe CVD processes, especially the

plasrna enhanced CVD (PECVD) processes, provicle a much lower process

thennal budget. tr{owever, the PECVD processes are still not fully
developed aud understood. The following is a brief review of the PECVD

processes presently available and the properties of SiOz and SiO2-Si

systems.

2.1 Plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition

The film deposition processes involve three major steps: (i) the

creation of a flux of condensable species (neutral or excited atoms or

molecules and ions), (ii) the transportation of these species to the substrate,

and (iii) the growth of a film on the substrate surface. The most important

step of these is the creation of the condensable species. In the plasma

enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD), the condensable species are

created from a plasma that is formed due to electrical discharge of a gas or

a gas mixture at low gas pressures. In principle, the PECVD techniques

can be classified into two main categories: (1) the direct PECVD in which
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the reactant gases are subjected to direct current (dc), radio frequency (rf)

or microwave plasma excitation, and the substrates are directly exposed to

the plasma 12.1, 2.2]l, and (2) rhe indirect pECVD in which plasrna

excitation is selective, and the substrates are positionecl outside the plasrna

region 12.3-2.41. In the following sections, the fabrication ol' Si02 films

rusin_9 these techniques will be clescribed.

2"î"f. T'he dinect PE,CVÐ technic¡tues

In the direct PEC-'VD, the gases (Sill4 and N2O or Oz) are rnixecl i¡ a

vaclnrrrì chalntrer and the ¡rlasrna is formed b¡, 
"¡u.tt.'c 

dischar_ec o{. this eas

lnixture ttsirtg clc, rl', or rnicrc¡w¿ive excit¿rtion. 'l'he chelnical re¿rctio¡ in

the direct PECIVD is ofien expressed as 12.-51:

lA(gas) + B(gas) I'r'

Sub. -fem¡r

Plasma
C'(solid) + D(gas) (2 I)

where A and B are the gas reactants, the star ('r,) indicates the gas mixture

of A and B excited by electric discharge; C is the deposited solid film; and

D is the gas phase byproduct. The location of the substrates is normally

close to an electrode, and the substrate sometimes functions itself as an

electrode in the case of dc plasma or direct capacitive coupled rf plasma.

For the inductive coupled rf plasma or microwave plasma, a substrate

holder is normally used to hold the substrates, which is then placed inside

or behind the plasma volume. The dc, rf, and microwave plasma

processing systems used for the direct PECVD are now briefly described as

follows.

A. The direct current (dc) plasma system

When a dc potential (>1 KV) is applied between two electrodes in a
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Gas inlet

Plasm¿u---Þ- Substrate
Á'

Anoclc

Figure 2.1. Schematic cliagram of a clc plasma CVD system (after Suzuki et al112.71).

gas or a gas mixture at low pressures, most of the space between the two

electrodes is filled with a bright glow known as the glow discharge.

Adjacent to the cathode is a comparatively dark sheath known as the dark

space. There is a similar sheath at the anode, but it is too thin to be clearly

seen [2.6]. A typical dc PECVD system is schematically shown in Fig. 2.1

12.71. The separation between the anode and the cathode is about 3 cm.

The gases are fed through the gas inlet on the top of the plasma chamber on

one side, and the discharge gases are pumped out of the chamber through

the gas outlet at the bottom of the chamber in the opposite side. Typical

operating pressures are betweenZto 200 torr t2.71. The dc plasma system

can be used for deposition and etching of films. However, the dc plasma

tlet
r
oLlGas
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system is not an ideal system for PECVD of SiOz films because of the

continuous bombardtnent on the substrates and the on-growing films by the

high energy particles ttnder a dc field, which would cause a serious damage

on the SiOz fihns and the SiO2-Si intedaces.

B. The radio frequency (rf) ptasma system

A plasma can be excited by a rzrdio frequency po\,ver source. If'the rl'
polver inptrt to a gas or a gas mixture is carried out by a cc'ril, the rrethocl is

oftell relèrred to ¿ìs the "inductivc couplecl" I2.tì1. If the rf'powcr input to

a gas or a 
-g¿ìs 

tnixture is carried out by the clectlically biasecl clectrocles,

the lnethocl is referrecl to as the "clirect capacit-ive couplecl." 'l'he direct

capacitive coupled (DCC) rf' plasma has a high degree ol' flexibility l'or

controlling the filrn deposition o\ier a large area. A typical raclial f'lou,

DCC rl' plasrna system is shown in Fig. 2.2 lz.9l. 'Ihe system consists of
two parallel circular plate electrodes. 'l-he upper electrode is connected to

a rf generator through an impedance rnatching network. The radio

frequency used is 13.56 |/r[z (normally allowed for industrial

applications). The wafers sit on a lower electrode surface which is
electrically grounded. The gas inlet is at the center of the lower electrode,

and the gas or gas mixture flows outward in radial direction. A magnetic

drive assembly permits rotation of the lower electrode, thus randomizing

the substrate position and optimizing the deposition uniformity.

In the plasma chamber electrons, oscillating in the high frequency

field, gain sufficient energy from the field to fragment, excite, and ionize

the gas molecules. The condensable species created in the plasma will then

diffuse to the electrode to contribute to the growth of the film. The DCC
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Figure 2.2. A typical clirect ca¡racitive couplecl rf plasn'ra system (after Rosler lZ.9D.

rf plasrna is generally produced at a pressure of about I torr and i¡put
power of 20 to 1000 watts. The concentrations of ions and electrons

depend on the pressure and are of the order of about l0r0 to lQtt ç¡n-3 ¿¡ |
torr. Since the radicals are formed in the bulk of the plasma, the chemical

processes are more prone to the occurrence of gas phase reactions

involving these radicals (homogeneous reaction) Í2.101. The gas phase

reactions would then produce dust particles to contaminate the on-growing

films. The probability of the homogeneous reactions can be reduced by

decreasing the electrode spacing and the radical density. However, the

electrode spacing can not be arbitrarily reduced. It is always larger than

the extent of the dark space at the operating pressure and is commonly

about a few centimeters [2.10]. On the other hand, reducing the ion density

fo pLrmping
systen-r

'fo pun-rpin_q
system

by decreasing the gas pressure is not favored because the ion density
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reduces rapidly as the pressure is decreased f 2.1 1ì.

The direct PECVD of SiOz films using DCC rf plasmas can yield an

extremely high deposition rate (>1000 Åtmin; but rhe fihns rend to contain

irnpurities, are porous, unstable, and have very poor electrical properties

12.l2l. Furthermore, for the direct PECVD the problern ol. iorr

bolnbardlneut and other effects due to high energetic plaslna environment

cannot be avoided.

'fo redttce the homogeneous reactions in ¿r DCICI rl'plasrlra, Bate¡, s¡ ¿¡

12-l2l have srrggested cliluting the gas rrrixture with He gas. '['he SiOz l'ilms

deposited trsing He as the diluting gas exhibit goocl electrical proper.ties

(breakdown strength of abor,rt l0 MV/crn ancl the inteúace trap de¡sity of
the order o,f 2 x l0l0 eV-l cm-2). It is believed that the He atom h¿rs a large

cross sectiotl for excitation by energetic electrons, which mal<es the plasrna

relatively easy to excite and helps to keep the plasma less energetic. Also,

because the gases are diluted, the fragmentation of the reactants is

prevented, thereby avoiding the homogeneous chemical reaction to form

dust particles. However, this technique requires a very large gas flow
throughput that may limit the flexibility of changing the process variables

(i.e., pressure and gas flow). Furthermore, the discharged gas mixture

includes the SiHa gas; thus, the probability for the gas phase reaction may

be reduced but not completely removed. In addition, the substrates are

emerged in the plasma volume so that ion bombardment on the substrate

surface and the on-growing films is still a concern for the deposition of
high quality thin films.

V/hat has discussed so far is related mainly to the low density rf
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Figure 2"3. Schematic cliagrarn of high clensity d TCP system (after Singer lZ.l ll).

plasrna. A variety of prornising new rf plasma sources that are able to

deliver high density plasrnas at Iow pressures are beginning to emerge.
-fhese are the inductive coupling plasmas (ICP) and the transmission

coupled plasmas (TCP). The former is used for the indirect PECVD and

will be discussed later in the next section. The latter has been developed

for fine pattern etching at low pressures. Typical rf TCP system is shown

in Fig. 2'3. The rf power is coupled to the plasma via a spiral antenna

through a dielectric plate. The plasma volume is directly beneath the

dielectric plate and is not dependent on the distance between the substrate

holder and the dielectric plate. The TCP can be produced at a pressure of
about 300 mtorr and has an ion density of the order of l0r2 cm-3. The

substrates sit on the substrate holder and face the plasma volume, which is

similar to the DCC rf plasma system. This new technology is still under

development. However, the possibility of homogeneous gas phase reaction
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and radiation damage to the SiO2 films or the SiO2-Si systems are not ruled

out if this system is used for the direcr PECVD of Sioz firms.

C. The ECR microwave plasma systern

Microwave power can be sup¡rlied to a gas or a gas mixture sirnply by

placing a gas discharge tube inside a wave guide or a cavity zrt the loc¿rtiorr

o1'high electric fields. However, this technique has several clisadvantages

sttch as the sputterin-9 of'the clischar-9e tube ¿rncl the surrouncling stnrcturcs

12.13-2.14ll. Sttbseqtrently, atr extcnral rnagnetic l'ield is usecl l'or confining

the plasma close to the center of'the tube. thus preventin-9 such a sputtcring

el'fects 12.15 - 2.181. When ¿t tnicrowzrve plzrsrna is subjected to ¿rn external

rnagnetic field perpendicular to the electric field vector ol'the
electromagnetic excitation, electrons ancl ions are forcecl to assurne circular

or helical paths around the lines o1'force of the rnagnetic field. Hence, the

electrons and ions are confined in the direction perpendicular to the

magnetic field vectors. The angular freqr.rency of the electron rotation

increases with increasing magnetic field. When this frequency reaches the

angular frequency of the microwave excitation, the electron cyclotron

resonance (ECR) condition sets in. The schematic diagram of the ECR

microwave plasma system is shown in Fig. 2.4 lz.lgl. Microwave power

(usually with the frequency 2.45 GHz) is introduced into the plasma

chamber through a rectangular wave guide and a window made of fused

quartz plate. The plasma chamber is typically 20 cm in diameter and20

cm in height and operates as a microwave cavity resonator (TE113).

Magnetic field coils are alranged around the periphery of the chamber for
the ECR microwave plasma excitation. Reactant gases are introduced

through two respective inlets into the plasma chamber and the processing
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chamber. The plasma chamber and the magnet are water-cooled. A
divergent rnagnetic field is used to gr.ride the ions to move to the substrate.

The floating potential measured at the substrate holder depends on the

distance from it to the plasrna extraction window. Typical results for this

dependence are shown in Fig. 2.5. The energy 01'the ion bombardment is

found as high as about 20 eY 12.lgl.

The ECR rlicrowave plasrna systems have been used for the cleposition

ol SiO2 I'ilrns. 'l'he best quality SiO2 films depositecl by direcr ECIì

microl¿tt/e pl¿lsnìas h¿rve a breakdorvn strength approaching I0 MV/cm

12.201, btrt the oxide trapped charge ¿rncl the interl'¿rce trap density arc

larger than those ol the best thennally grown oxide films. The high

interface trap density may be due to the clzrmage at the interface by the io¡
bornbardment. Many reports have dealt rvith the darnage of the MOS

devices by the ECR microwave plasmas during erching lz.zl-z.zzl.
However, photon radiation from the plasma may be the rnain cause for the

defects created in the SiOz films deposited by direct ECR microwave

plasmas.

2.1.2. The indirect PECVD techniques

The objective of the after glow PECVD (indirect PECVD) is to reduce

the damage due to radiation from the plasma and to reduce the dust particle

formations due to siHa gas discharge. In general, the gas containing

oxygen such as N2O or 02 or CO2 is electrically discharged to produce

excited oxygen species. These species are then transported from the

discharged region to the substrate location. Then the excited oxygen

species will be mixed with the gas containing Si (SiH4) for the chemical
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reaction on the surface of the substrate. The chernical reaction pathway in

the remote PECVD is often written in a general form as follows:

Sub. Temo.
[A(gas)l'r'+ B(gas) 

-----]+ C(solicl) + D(gas) (2.2)

The transportation of activated oxy-9en specìes to the reaction zo¡e is

trsually carried out by au inert gas such as Ar or He r,vith a high flow rate.

The indirect PECVD can lre grouped into thc remote PECVD a¡cl the

clowtl strealri PECVD clcpending on their configuration. l-hese systenrs zlre

no,uv briefly described.

A. The nemote rf PECVÐ system

Figure 2.6 shows the remote rf PECVD systern using an inductive

coupled plaslna sotlrce. Gases delivered into the to¡r of the reactor are

excited in the glass tube, and then transported out of the discharge region

into the main chamber. The length of the excitation region is about I0 cm,

and the distance between the plasma and the substrate is also about 10 cm.

A great deal of works has been published about the structure of the

SiOz films and the formation of the Sio2 films using this system 12.5,2.23,
2.28,2.431. For the deposition of good quality sioz films, the helium gas

has been used as a carrier gas to transport the excited oxygen to the

processing chamber. A typical flow rate is 100 sccm for gases delivered

through the top gas inlet port. The nominal pressure in the chamber is 0.3

torr. Under these conditions the mean free path for two body gas phase

collisions is less than a millimeter. The use of a high gas flow rate and a

high gas pressure is for the prevention of SiH¿ to diffuse into the plasma

chamber, and, like the direct PECVD, the He gas also acts as the diluted gas
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Figure 2.6. Schematic Dlagrlq of the remote rf PECVD plasma system. (aftcr
Lucovsl<y et al 12.231).

to prevent the homogenous gas phase reaction. Even though the substrate

is located about 10 cm away from the plasma source, it can see the plasma

volume, so the problem of photon impinging on the substrate surface and

the on-growing films may still be a big concern.

B. The downstream PECVD system

In the downstream PECVD system, the substrates are located as far as

60-70 cm away from the plasma discharge volume [2.24,-2.26]. A typical

downstream PECVD system is shown in Fig. 2.7 employing a microwave

discharge tube. The mass flow controllers are used to deliver gas to a 5 cm

diameter quartz tube via gas inlet #1. A typical gas flow rate is 760 sccm.

In this arrangement, the plasma is confined in the 5 cm diameter quartz

tube. Active species then transport down the long quartz tube of '7.5 cm
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Figure 2.7. A ty¡rical downstream PECVD sysrem (after Doziba et al lz.z4l).

in diameter and 60 crn in length, to the deposition charnber. The sr-rbstrates

are mounted vertically onto a stainless steel heating stage. SiH4 e0 Vo

dilution in He) at a flow rate of 50 sccm is admitted into the chamber in

front of the substrates via gas inlet #2 for chemical reaction with the

incoming active species from the transfer tube. The downstream plasma

system has been used successfully for the deposition of SiN* t2.241and SiOz

films Í2.24-2.261. The electrical quality of SiO2 films is close to that of the

high quality thermally grown oxide films 12.31. One of the disadvantages

of the downstream PECVD is that it needs a very high gas flow rate in

order to transport the active species to the deposition chamber. This may

then limit the possibility for the system to be scaled up because the

uniformity of the films may become a big concern.

2 inch quartz tube
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2.2. Properties of silicon dioxide films

The rnajor properties of SiO2 films for microelectronic applicatiorl ar.e

their physical and electronic properties. The former deal rnainly with the

structure, the composition (stoichiornetry) and the clensity of the filrns,

r'vhile the latter deal rnainly with the charges and defects in the bulk of the

film and at the SiOr-Si interface.

2"2"L" Fhysical pnopenties
-l'he cornrnon techniques for the physical ch¿rracterizati<>n of SiO2 films

are the inl'rarecl absorption (llì) spectrosco¡ry and the ellipsornetry. IJoth

techtticlues are lron-destrllctive, easy to operate, ancl l'ast to obt¿ri¡ the

infbrmation. In the lollowing, the use of inlì'ared absorption spectroscopy

ancl ellipsometry to characterize the SiOz fihns will be discussed.

A. The infrared (IR) absorption spectroscopy

Silicon dioxide, whose colrmon name is silica, exists in many

allotropic forms. Most of them are found in nature in abundant quantities,

and some are made under certain laboratory conditions. The well know

silica is quartz, tridymite, cristobalite, and amorphous vitreous silica. All
these forms are built from the same fundamental structural unit, the SiOa

tetrahedron. In other words, each silicon atom is surrounded by four
oxygen atoms in the tetrahedral structure as shown in Fig. 2.g. Each

oxygen atom is bonded to only two silicon atoms forming a Si-O-Si angle,

denoted by 0. This angle varies from one allotrope to another t2.Z7l. The

SiOz films used as insulation layers in the MOS devices are synthetic either

by thermal oxidation or by chemical vapor deposition processes. The

structure of these films are generally of amorphous vitreous silica and vary

from stoichiometry (Siot to sub-oxide (SioJ. In either case, the
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(a)

Silicon atom

Oxygen atom
(b)

Figure 2.8. 'l'he basic Si02 Lrnits: (a) SiO+ tetraheclral unit. (b) Acljacent units shzrring a
corner oxygelì ¿rtollr.

covaletrcy is still presert,ed. 'l'he angle 0 is depelldent on the l'illn growth

llrocess and the depositiou perrameters. fìor exaltrple, the PEC]VD films
deposited at substrate temperatures rangil-t,g Irom 200"C to 350"C have 0

varying between 140" and 144", and the thennally oxide films grown at

temperatures between 800 oc and ll50 "c have 0 varying from 147" to

150" 12.281. For stoichiometric SiO2 films, the angle 0 is relatecl to the

frequency of the Si-O-Si stretching absorption peak v^ of the i¡frared

absorption spectrum following the relation lZ.Zg,2.43l:

(2.3)

Where y and B are the central and non central force constants, respectively,

and ms is the mass of the oxygen atom. Thus a reduction in 0 would cause

a decrease in vn . The change in vm towards a lower value is directly

related to an increase in the film density [2.31]. In other words, the

reduction in the bond angle causes the film density to increase. However,

for the sub-oxide (SiOJ films, other factors may also contribute to the

o
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Figure 2.9. A typical infrared absorption spectrum of the silicon sub-oxicle.

shift of vnr towards a lower value. Thus, it is necessary to investigate

other properties that appear in the IR absorption spectrum. Three

principal Si-O-Si absorption modes in the infrared region are rhe

stretching, the rocking, and the bending. These modes are assigned as

follows: the stretching at 1080 cÍn-l, the rocking mode at g05 cr¡-I, and

the bending mode at 465 cm-l [2.30]. A typical IR spectrum of Sio* is

shown in Fig. 2.9. This specrrum shows the si-H and si-oH absorption

peaks that could appear in the CVD SiO* films. The dominant features in
IR absorption spectrum of the SiO2 are associated with the stretching

motion of the oxygen atom. This vibration has been described as a rigid
sub-lattice mode in which the oxygen and silicon atoms move in
opposite directions Í2.311. This means that all the oxygen atoms around a

s0t
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given silicon atom of the basic sio4/2 building block move with the

opposite phase. There are three ways in which the IR spectrum can be used

for the evaluation of the SiO2 films, and they are [2.321.

l) The full-width at the half maxirìum (FWHM), the peak frequency
(vn'), and the ratio (Rrn) of the shoulder height (s¡) to the

rnaxirnum absorption of the Si-o-Si stretching bancl, cx(v.',), neerr

1080 ctr-1, are strongly infìuenced b), the boncl characteristics such

as the stoichiol-netry, the clensitl,, ancl the porosity oi. the l.illns.

2) Tlre intensity o1'the absor¡rtion b¿rnd ne¿rr 3650 ,rn-t (2.74 p¡n) a¡d

3400 cm-t (2.94 prm) due to hydrogen boncled hyclroxyl groups ancl

absorbed water ¿rre related to the porosity of the oxide.

3) 'l-he ìmpurities other than hydr-oxyl groLrps

by their characteristic absorption bands.

The relationship between the absorption band

can be estimated by 12.331:

f

NB=K'f cr(v) 
0.,

lv
f

NB=K f o(v) dv
l

where NB is the number of bonds per cm3, v is
constant related to the oscillated strength, and

coefficient which is given by

o(v)= A

or rvater can be detectecl

and the number of bonds

(2.4)

(2.s)

the frequency, K is the

o(v) is the absorption

(2.6)
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Inwhere A and d are the absorbance and the film thickness, respectively.

practice, the total absorbance can be written as:

| "*rdv = o,(vn ).(FWHM) (2.7)

(2.8)

where cx(v,,.,) is the maximrun absorption coefficient at V,.,.,. The

relatiortship betweerì vm and the oxygen concentration in the film has beerr

proverr theoretically 123al and conl'irrned experimentally 12.3l-, 2.341. It
has beelt shown that v,.,.' scales monotonically rvith the oxygell colicentratict¡l

with the value ol' 107-5 crl-l l'or st<lichiorletric SiOz to the value ol'940
crr-r 1'or oxygelì doped zunorphous silicon lilms b), sirnul¿rtion [23.\. A

trnit of Sì-O-Si, shown in F-ig. 2.10, is used for this calculation. This ¡nit
consists of six atotns X (X could be Si or oxygen) arouncl the tr,vo Si atoms.

If X is an oxygen atom, l¿,.,., will shif't from 940 cm-r to l0g0 cm-r, and thus

v,','' increases proportionally with increasing number of the neighboring

oxygen atoms. This assumption is based on the fact that the frequency for
the occurrence of the absorption peak for an isolated Si-O-Si bond in ion

implanted si is at 940 cm-r, and that for a si-o-si bond in sioz is ar 10g0

cm-l. The whole spectrum is then a sum of seven spectra from seven

clusters with different numbers of neighboring oxygen atoms. Hence, in a
random distribution of Si-O-Si bonds, the probability for the presence of
Si-Si and Si-O-Si bonds can be calculated by.

P(si)=P(si-si)-ffi

P(O)=P(Si-O-Si)= , ?^' 2(t-x) (2.e)
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åsi-o- rf^
x/ \x

Figune 2.10. A unit Si-O-Si r-rsecl by Morimoto et al 12.341 for the calculation of the Si-O
bonds in a sub-oxicle system.

where x is the oxygen content . Morimoto et al ¡2.341 have calculatecl the

valtres of' v,,., frorn eqnations (.2 8) and (2.9) as a function of the oxygen

content and their results are shor,vn ill Fig. 2.lrl. l.hc solicl curve

represetrts the theoretical results and the poillts are thc experilne¡tal
resttlts lì'oln Chao et al [2.35]r. Thus. the shift in r,l,.,., towarcls the loq,er-

\'vave utttnber alone does not indic¿rte r,vhether the film is stoichiolnetric and

high density or silicon sub-oxide. A combination of v,',, FWHM, ancl R¡B

must be considered bel'ore alìy conclusions about the properties of the Si02

film can be dr¿rwn. The FWHM indicates the sharpness of the stretching

absorption peaks. The FWHM is strongly influenced by the bo¡d strain,

stoichiometry, and porosity of the films as well as the presence of
impurities in the films 12.30,2.321. However, the FWHM is not influenced

by the film density in the stoichiometric SiOz films 12.321as in the case of
the stretching peak frequency. The FWHM can be as low as 60 cm-r for
the stoichiometric thermally grown oxide or more than 100 cm-l for the

chemical vapor deposition SiO* films. If the film thicknesses are greater

than 100 Ä., the FWHM will not depend on the film thicknesses. However,

the FWHM is influenced by the film thicknesses under 100 Å 12.36l; the

thinner the film the larger is the F'WHM. This may be due to the presence

of a silicon-rich transition layer at the SiO2-Si interface. In the evaluation

of the SiO2 films by the IR spectroscopy, the film thicknesses should be

greater than 100 Å it order to reduce the error due to the influence of
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Figure 2.11. The frequency lor the peak absorption of the Si-O-Si stretching mocle as a
function of the O content (after Mõrimoro et al12.341).

such a transition layer.

B. The ellipsometry

Another parameter which provides useful information about the film
properties is the refractive index, which can be measured by ellipsometry

[2.37, 2.38]. Two parameters measured from ellipsometry are the

Azimuth angle tÞ and the phase difference A, which are defined on the basis

of the ratio of the complex Fresnel reflection coefficients rp and rs for the

I

{¿ 1000

I

w



parallel polarization (p) and the normal polarization (s) upon

frorn a surface, respectively. This ratio is given by:

r
R(f.O) =*=rantpeil

ll"'= ¡1* - ¡¡4"

which depends on the light wavelength, À, and the inciclent angle, Q. Si¡ce
rp ancl rs depend on both the cornplex refractive index of SiO2 rvhich is

-given by:

t.t'l'= n - il( (2.1t)

and that of'Si givcn by:

28

reflection

(2.t0)

(2.t2)

(2.14)

the Valttes of n and k can be cletenninated fonn the measurecl values of'A
and W, if n, and k, are known.

The refractive index is directly related to the density of the fihn. The

relation derived by Gladstone Dale LZ.3gl is given by:

P=kr(n - 1) (2.13)

and that due to Lorentz-Lorenz (L-L) formula 12.401by:

o-kn2-1'' "n2+2

where n is the refractive index, and k1 and k2 are constants. Figure z.l2
shows the plot of equations (2.13) and (2.14) in comparison to the

experimental data. It can be seen that the simple Gladstone Dale equation,

which is based on the assumption that the materials are basically the same

except for variation in the porosity or the openness of the structure, is
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Figure 2.12- Density_-refractive index relationship for various forms of silicon dioxide
(after Pliskin 12.251).

fitted better than the simple L-L formula. The relationship between the

refractive index and the density of the SiOz films has also been found

experimentally to follow a linear dependence 12.321:

P= -4.789 + 4.785n (2.rs)

However, Archer l2.4ll, in the study of Sio2 film growth by various

processing techniques, has concluded that the linear dependence between n

and p is only true for the stoichiometric SiOz films. Non-stoichiometric
SiOz films such as the silicon rich (Sio¡) films grown by pECVD are
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often found to have a higher refractive index than the thermally grown

oxide. The high refractive index in silicon rich films can be explained as

due to the replacement of Si-O by Si-Si bonds. This can be understood

qrrantitatively in term of the L-L formula where two factors may

contribute to this phenornenon, and they are: (i) the clecreases i¡ the molar

vollttne ¿rs the Si content increases; zrnd (ii) the cliflèrence lretween the

polarization of Si-O bond and that of Si-Si boncl 12.431 By tal<ing these

into account, the l--tr- l'orrnula can be rewritten ¿ts 12.44|:

n -l
t't +2 --ln N \.

-;v a
J Vnr .l

(2.t6)
( f.¡ zr.¡ )

where N is the Avogadro nurnber, Vn1 is the volume, the sum is taken oyer

the polarities a¡ ol'Si-O and Si-Si bonds, ancl l'¡ is the fraction ol'each bo¡cl

type. In stllnmary, It is ernphasized that an early conclusion o¡ the

ellipsornetric results may lead to a \,vrong interpretation because a low

density (n < 1.46) and silicon rich (n>1.46) film could yielcl an apparenr

refractive index sirnilar to that of the thermally grown oxide (n=1.46).

2.2.2. Electronic properties

Electronic properties of SiOz films are generally measured by means

of the MOS devices. The electrical measurements provide information

about defects that can not be detected either by the FIIR or ellipsometry.

A. Electric conduction

Electric conduction in the SiOz is generally electrode-limited because

of their wide band gap (8.8 ev) and consequentty high energy barrier at

the interface to metal electrode. It can also be said that the electric

conduction is not bulk-limited because the SiOz film has a low density of
traps in the forbidden band gap 12.441 and a relatively high electronic
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mobility in the conducrion band 12.451. The energy-band diagram of the

MOS capacitot' strttcture is illustrated in Fig. 2.13 for a p-type silicon
substrate. The barrier hei-eht Qs from the silicon condnction band edge to
the oxide condttction band edge is about 3.25 eY and that Qs¡ from the

silicon valence band edge to the oxide valence band edge is about 3.8 eV

12.461' The r'vork fLrnction rþ¡.,-¡ varies li'orn 2.5 eV f.or rnagnesium to 4.2

eV for Silver 12.411. In the darl<, electric concluction is due to either

Schottky enlission of' electrons over the barrier 0n.,, or Fowler-Norheim

(FN) ttlnnelin,g through tlie triangular trarricr into the oxide conduction

band. F{ovvevel', the latter has beell experirnentally contr'inned to lre

responsible l'or the electric conduction ¿lt rootn temperature [2.48 , 23+gl.

Emission of holes frotn the valence band of the silicon into the valence

t-rand ol'the oxide is not expected to play an important role because of ¿r

higher barrier height 12.501. With a positive gate voltage, the silico¡
surface will be degenerated into an n-type behavior regardless the bulk

doping because the metal work function is always smaller than the Si work

function. In this case, silicon acts as an electron injecting contact, and the

current becomes limited by the injection of electrons from the vicinity of
the silicon conduction band edge through the triangular barrier into the

oxide conduction band. Accordin g to Lenzinder et al [2.46], the injection

of electrons into SiO2 follows the FN theory for electrons injected into

vacuum at high fields but for SiO2-Si systems the following corrections

should be included: (1) the electron effective mass (må) in the sio2

conduction band and (2) the image force, which causes the lowering of the

barrier height. Even though the corrections have been made, the

experimental results agree with experimental results only at high fields. On
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Metal

Figure 2"13. The energy bancl cliagram of a typical MOS clevice u,ith p type Si as the

substrate.

the basis of experirnental results, Ron et al 12.51 I have suggested that the

image potential may not be that important, but the defects at the Al-SiO2

interface may be the main cause for the differences in the values between

the theoretical and the experimental results. In fact, weinberg [2.52] has

reported that the image force correction for large barrier height is quite

negligible because the image potential rounds the top of the barrier height

only; thus, it hardly alters the tunneling distance. Indeed, only z%o

correction in the slope of the barrier height and 4%o correction in the mass

of the electron are needed for the FN current derived without the image

force correction Í2.531. The FN current without the image force

correction is simply written as [2.52]:

-13
J=CF2e F (2.t7)
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where

C- g3m"

l6ru2hrnlQ*

B = a(2mä)i

3qh(Sn'¡i

(2. I 8)

(2.1e)

where F is the applied field, Q, rïìe, ancl h are electronic charge, electron

tnass. and Plank's constant, respectivel¡,. 'l'he concluction process in SiO2

I'ilnls is ltot al'l'ected by the f ilrn thicknesses in the ran_ge ol' 200 ancl I500 À
because the required electrical field to produce a given current density is
irrdependent olì clxide thicknesses 12.481. The FN curre¡t is alsc-r

independent of sttbstrate type, dopin-9 concentration, and injectio¡
electrocle. However, for film thicknesses under I00 Å, the charge

trappings illside the oxide can distort the electric field across the oxide ancl

deviate the FN current away from the ideal one lL.54l. A typical I-v
curve on a MOS capacitor with an aluminum electrode is shown in Fig.

2.14. The I-V curve consists of four defined regions: the displacement

current (A), the FN current (B), the saturation (ledge) current (C), and the

FN current (D). The threshold for electron injected into the stoichiometric

SiOz films is about 5-6 MV/cm, and it shifts to a lower elecrric field if the

films become silicon rich [2.85]. The ledge in the I-V curve can be used

for studying trapping [2.86]. For a ramp rate r, the current increases

rapidly with the time according to the FN equation (2.17). As the current

and, hence, the trapping rate increases, an internal field rapidly builds up

which opposes the electron injection as 12.86l:

*=f (N,-,',; (2.20)
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Figure 2.X4. A typical I-V curve for oxicle on n-type Si rvith AI electrocle (after
Solomon 12.861).

ÂF=eP)(t-Ð ezt)'tto' ' d'

where r¡ and Nr are the filled and total effective trap surface

concentrations, respectively, o is the trap effective cross section, j is the

current density, q is the electronic charge, i is the distance of the centroid

of the charge from the cathode and d is the oxide thickness. When the rate

of increase of this internal field approaches the ramp rate Í, the current

tends to saturate at the value [2.86]:
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This saturation persists until all of the traps are filled, whereafter the

current follows a FN curve displaced from the original by a field aF¡_

which is given as:

aFr-t*l(l -t)' tto' ' 
ct

(2.23)

Therefore, tlie trappin_e parzrmeters can be sirnply ol¡tained froln the wiclth

ol'the leclge ancl the current at rvhich it occurs. The FN technique couplecl

rvith the capzrcitance-r'oltage technique cal'ì be usecl to clistill,guish beti,r,eell

charge trapped near the interface betrveen the SiOz ancl the cathode allcl

bLrlk charge. Iror example, il'the IrN ancl the C-V shil'ts are ecluals. the

charges ill the oxide are far l'rom the interface between SiO2 al-rd the

cathode; however, if the C-V shifi is lzrrger than the FN shift, the charge is

close to the interface between the sio2 and the cathode.

ts. Electric breakdown phenomena

The yield and the reliability of the MOS devices depend on the electric

breakdown strength of the SiOz films. Electric breakdown in the SiOz

films can be influenced by the device parameters such as bias polarity,

ramp rate, electrode material, etc. For a p-type silicon Mos system with a
negatively biased gate , the silicon surface is in accumulation mode and the

entire applied voltage appears across the oxide. With a positively biased

gate, the silicon surface can be either in depletion or inversion mode

depending on the magnitude of the applied voltage and the minority carrier

generation rate. In the thermal equilibrium, the maximum voltage across

the silicon is equal to the maximum amount of band bending allowed or

about 1 volt. This is a small correction factor for sample that breakdown

at roughly 50 V or more. However, when the carrier generation rate is
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slow in comparison to the voltage ramp rate a deep depletion can occur;

then most of the applied voltage can be seen across the depletion region in

the silicon. This could cause avalanche breakdorvn in the silicon which, in

turn, could possibly trigger the breakdown in the Si02 films. Thus, the

device uuder test is required to be illuminated by a strong light to increase

the carrier gerteratiou r¿rte in order to prevent the avalanche breakdown in

silicon. It is I'oulld that the average value ol' the maximurn breakdown

strellgth Ior the ¿rcclttnulation rnode cau be about 0.4 MViclrr less than that

l'or the clepletion or the inveltecl lnocle t2.551. BecaLrse o1'this potentizrl

difïiculty. the measurements ol' the breal<dor,vn strength of the Si¡¡2 film
with a ¡l-type silicoll substrate are rìorrìally carriecl out in the accumLrlation

rnode. For the MOS devices rvith an n-type silicon substrate, the behavior

is the same as that with a p-type silicon substr¿rte but in the opposite

polarity.

The self-healing tends to be dependent on the polarity of the biased

voltage. The self-healing occurs for both polarities of the biased voltage,

but it is much less frequent when the breakdown strength is measured in

the depletion mode. For example, for self-healing to occur in a negatively

biased gate MOS devices with a p-type silicon substrate, a thinner Al gate

electrode and a thicker sio2 layer are required [2.55]. Klein [2.561 has

reported that the resistance of the discharge path is about an order of
magnitude greater in the depletion mode (positively biased) than in the

accumulation mode (negatively biased) for the MOS devices with a p-type

silicon substrate. Thus, the initial current surged through the discharge

path is an order of magnitude greater in the accumulation mode. The high

current (in the accumulation mode) breakdown may vaporize the discharge
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path and, hence, self-heal more effectively than the low current (in the

depletion mode).

Less self-healing occurs in thin Si02 samples 12.551. The fraction of

high field breakdown events decreases with increasin-e oxide thickness

12'571. Experirnentally, the rnaximum breakclown strength of silicon
dioxide filrn depends on filrn thickness, which may be expressed by an

empiriczrl equation FL,. & cl-x with 0.2. x. 0.6 12.57-2.59t.

The thicl(lless oi'the gate electrocle also inl'luences the sell'healing

events. 'I'he thicker the alulninum electrocle, the fewel' the self-healing

breakdown eveuts 12.55l|, and theref'ore the I'inal breal<clown stren_eth

appears lower. The rninimum energy, w, requirecl for evaporating the

discharge path for sell'-healing depends or-r the capacitance area S, and oxicle

thickness d as:

w = 
qgos fv| - v?l (2.24)

where V¡ is defined as the threshold voltage such that no samples undergo

self-heal for breakdown voltage lower than V¡. However, all samples with

a breakdown voltage higher than V¡ are self-healed. v. is the minimum

voltage remaining across the capacitor during a self-healing breakdown

event [2.56-2.57].

The area of the electrode can also influence the breakdown. Figure

2.15 shows the fraction of high field breakdown P as functions of the

electrode area for three Al electrode thicknesses. The relationship between

the final breakdown and the electrode area is often used for the calculation

of the defect density, r¡, which is expressed as 12.491:
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1.t i.5 z.tt

Electnode,{nea (men2)

F-igure 2.trS.'thefractionofthetotal numberof breakclovvrls,P,asafunctionofthearea
of the Al electrode for three clifferent electrode thicknesses ¡ lor 427-5 Å, w
fbr 3l-50 Å , ancl O for 750 A, I after OsUt,,.,r et al 12.491).

-LnP = nS es)

Choice of electrode materials does not influence breakdown to any

significant extent. For example, magnesium, chromium, aluminum,

molybdenum, gold, and platinum give similar breakdown distributions with
the maximum breakdown strength over 8 MV/cm 12.551; however the

electric conduction depends strongly on electrode materials, and many

orders of magnitude difference in current levels at a fixed electric field
may happen just because of different electrode materi als [2.49].

Substrate doping has a rather small influence on the breakdown

strength of the SiOz films with thicknesses above 500 Å. A high substrate

doping reduces the breakdown strength by a few percent at the most. The

effects of doping become as large as 207o when SiO2 thicknesses are

reduced to below 200 Å. Also, phosphorous has more influence on the

0.û 0.s



breakdown strength than boron.

segregates to the silicon during

the oxide 12.59-2.61l.
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This may due to the fact that phosphorous

the SiO2 growth while boron diffuses into

C" Etrectrical breakdown theony

Many lnodels have been put l'orrvard to explain how wearout in thin

itlsulators r,votrld lead to breakdown. These rnodels are generally based on

the ¿rssttrnption that the breakdorvn occurs in trvo ste¡rs ]¡2.621: (l) DL¡rine

the wearottt phase, def'ects or tlaps are cre¿rted insicle the oxicle 12.63l ancl

at the SiO2-Si irlterl'ace 12.641clue to the clectrical stressing in the oxiclcs

ancl the ctlrrent l'lowing through the oxides. (2) When the concentration of.

these def-ects becomes hi-eh enough to lead to the cre¿rtioll ol'a locally high

cttrrent density then thermal runa\,vay ensLrres [2.651. Many tech¡iques

have been developed for studying thin oxide \,vearoLrt and breakdow¡;

however, it has been difficult to couple the two steps. one of the

difficulties has been the lack of a consistent rnodel describing the triggering

mechanism causing the breakdown 12.661. A model for trap generation

involving impact ionization near the anode has been proposed 12.671. This

model appears to quite describe accurately the wearout and the breakdown

in oxide thicker than 200 Å IZ.OSl. Another model involving the breaking

of bonds and the creation of holes in the silicon near the anode and the drift
or diffusion of these broken bonds into the silicon dioxide has been

suggested t2.691. However, questions have been raised concerning whether

sufficient energy is available in the incoming carries to trigger this process,

particularly in thinner oxides 12.681. The most recent models are related to

the trap generation due to the bombardment of hot electrons inside the

oxide [2.70, 2.57]. The physical model that has been used to describe
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wearout in thin insulators (.120 Å) is shown in Fig. 2.16. During high

electric stressing traps, are generated inside the oxide and at the oxide

interfaces by high field emission of the electrons from the SiOz-Si system.

The emission of electrons is accompanied by the generation of the positive

trap centers to conserve charge. The trap centers are stable at rooln

telnperatttre, and rnay be accorxp¿rnied by lnotion of the atoms whose

¿ttomic bonds have treen broken, ¿rs shown in Fi_e. z.lj. The traps, thus,

becol-¡re pertuanetlt inside ol'the oxicle ancl subsecluent recapture ol. an

electron rvotlld ltot reltlove the lrerp l'r'oln the silicon oxicle str¡cture. The

only way to relnovc the traps would be the use of' a high terïìperature

artnealing step. l-hese traps are generatecl, l-nore or less, unifclrmly
throughout the oxide. When the f ield in the oxicle during trap generation

exceeds 6 MV/cm, high lield -generation of the traps occllrs l¿.i l, 2.721.

The traps are generated at different energy levels below the oxide

conduction band edge. There was a higher probability of generati¡g

shallow traps than of generating deep traps, thus shallow traps are

generated early in the stress cycle or at lower stressing voltages, while the

deeper traps are generated later in the wearout process. This energy

dispersion relationship of the traps is supported by the measured fluence

and field dependence of trap generation. No impa ct ionization has been

found in this study, and this model can explain well the breakdown in thin

oxide.

D. Defects in the SiOz-Si systems

Electronic defects are the limiting factor in the performance of
devices involving a metal oxide semiconductor structure. The fundamental

defects in the SiO2-Si systems are the interface trapped charges and the
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silicon gate

Silicon substratc

Figure 2.1,6. Traps are generatecl insicle the oxicle at clil'ferent positions ancl energies as
the oxicle wear out (af ter Dumin 12.70]¡).

Electric field

Displaced atom

Figure 2.17. The model for atomic movement accompanying bond breaking and trap
generation (after Dumi n [2.7 0l

Broken bond
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oxide trapped charges 12.731. These charges can be calculated on the basis

of the capacitance-voltage (C-v) and the current voltage (I-v)
characteristics 12.741. The nature, Iocation, and sources of these charges

have been studied extensively in the past three decades lz.74l.

i. Ðefec'ts at the SiO2-Si interface

The interl'ace trapped charges, Qir, are locatecl at the SiO2-Si interface

(rl'ithin l0 Å of the Si-SiO2 interfac e) l2.7al. 'fhe interface rrap clensity D¡,

¿rnd the silicon stlrface er.ìergy level are relatecl by a LI sharp ch¿lracter.istic.

There are 3-lnoclels that hat,e l-reen ¡tut forlr,¿rrcl to explain this Il-shape

ch¿tr¿rcteristic clistribution, and they are the coulornbic, the bo¡cl, ancl the

delèct rnodels. 'fhese rnodels are described brieflv as I'ollolvs:

a" The coutrombic rnodel

The coulombic rnodel is proposed by Goetberger et al l,z.j5l. Based

on this model, charges in the oxide induce potential wells in the silico¡;
within these wells are identified with interface trap levels. For the most

part, such interface trap levels are located in energy levels near the silicon

band edges. The mid-gap levels are expected only if many charges are

clustered together producing a deep potential well. However, such clusters

are unlikely, thus, the density of the mid-gap levels is expected to be

smaller than the density of shallow trap levels, giving a U-shape

distribution.

b. The bond model

Laughin et al [2.76] have suggested that the distribution of bond

angles or stretched bonds at the silicon surface is related to the distribution

of interface trap levels because the strain from SiO2 causes a distortion on
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the silicon side of the inteface. The distortion of the Si-Si bonds produces

anti-bonding level in the upper half of the silicon band gap and bonding

level in the lower-half of the silicon band gap. This prodlrces a shallow

trap level at the band edges whereas a layer of distortion is needed to

prodttce trap levels near the mid--qap. However, this lnodel is basecl upon

the argurnent by analogy and is not quantitatively proven.

On a dil'f'erent approach Sakurai et Ia [2.771have reportecl that l)¡¡ is a

result of the boncl stretching at the interf'ace. tlsing the tight-bincling

lnoclel I'or the silicon allcl the Beth tr-attice model f'or the SiO2, Sakul.ai et al

have shorvn th¿tt the stretched Si-O L-ronds at the interf'aci¿rl plane can c¿ruse

trzrp levels in the lower half ol'the band gap, ancl that oxygen v¿tc¿uìcy or

stretched Si-Si bonds can cause trap levels ill the Ltppel hall' ol' the bancl

gap. Furthermore, the silicon dangling bonds at the SiO2-Si interl'ace can

produce trap levels near the mid-gap.

c. The defect model

The defects within or near the interfacial region are caused by

stacking faults and micro-pores as well as various atomic or molecular

fragments left as a residue of imperfect oxidation. Two most common

defects are assumed for interface traps, which are: excess silicon [2.78],
and impurities [2.79].

The excess silicon at the Si-SiO2 interface is due to non-complete

oxidation of the silicon or vacancies in silicon during oxidation. Hence, the

silicon atom shares three of its four valence electrons with neighboring

silicon atoms. The remained unsatisfying valence bond acts as a hole trap

becoming positively charged after capturing a hole and remaining neutral
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when ernpty. There is some tentative experimental evidence that trivalent
silicon exits in sio2 and may act as interface trap. Nishi J2.g0l and

Poindexter et al l,2.8ll have reported that the spin resonance signal p5 in
the Si-SiO2interface behaves in the sarne rnanrìer as the micl-gap interface

traps under oxidation or after annealing. They believe that the electron

spitr resollallce signals are due to trivalent silicon, ancl the excess silicon at

the Si-Si02 interlace results in the interface trap char-ees. 'l'he p5 center

acting ¿rs def'ects in the SiO2-Si systern ¿rre the clefècts rvhich have been thc

lnost thclrou-ghly sttrcliecl. It occurs in tr,vo difJèrent vari¿rtiolts cle¡te¡cli¡g cl'
silicoll illterl'ace ol'ientation. On (lll) silico¡, it h¿rs o¡e l'orrn, a silico'
atom bollded to three other silicon atolns in the silicon surfacc ¿rt thc

interface, with a non-bonded orbital nonnally containing one

(parama-Qnetic) electron, and directed perpendicular to the interface into

the SiO2 as shown in Fig. 2.18a. On (ll0) silicon, the sarrìe center occurs

in two of the foltr crystalographically possible orientations, along the

nominal (l I l) bond directions aimed into the oxide as shown in Fig. Z.lBb.
on (100) silicon, there are two kinds of the p6 center. The p6o center is

essentially like the lone P6 variant occurring on (111), but is aimed along

the two allowable (111) directions at the interface. The P61 has a different

chemical structure and is thought to be due to the =Si-O- defects at the

surface as shown in Fig. 1.18c.

The other types of defects are impurity atoms at the interface. Because

the strain at the interface creates a potential minimum for impurities, the

interface can accommodate many of the impurities incorporated in the

relatively open SiO2 lattice. There is also a strain region at the metal-SiO2

interface. Strained regions at either interface are likely to act as a sink for
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Figure 2.18. The P5 centers in the SiO2-Si system lor (a) (l lt) Si, (b) (ll0) Si. ancl
(c) (100) Si.

the irnpr"rrities to incorporate. This model has been confirmed
experimentally by Kar et al's work lz.79l, which shows that metal

impurities can induce interface traps.

ii. Oxide Charges

Oxide charge includes the mobile-ionic charge, the oxide-fixed
charge, and the oxide-trapped charge. In the following, these charges will
be discussed separately.

a. Mobile impurity ions

The mobile impurity ions are normally due to positive alkali ions

(Na+, K+, Li+) in the oxide. These ions will drift when the gate is biased

and heated at temperatures above 100 'C. However, other ions such as H+
or H3O+ will drift under bias at room temperature. Thus, in some cases the

(b)(a)
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mobile impurity ions can cause device instabilities even at room
tetnperature. All mobile irnpurity ions can be gettered at elevated
temperatttre (>900 "C) using a complexity a-qent such as phosphor silicate

glass.

b. Oxide fixed change

The candidate for the oxide fixecl chzrrge is the non-brid-ein_g oxygen
atom. trll ¿l Ilorlnal SiC)2 lattice, oxy,gen shares electrons lvith acliacent

silicoll ¿ltolns, forlning a "briclge" betr,r,eelt the tr,r¡o silicoll ¿rtc-r,s. Whell

one of the Si-O bonds is brol<en, thc lormerl¡,briclging oxygell atoln is
l-low callecl a tloll bridging oxygen ¿rtorrr. 'l-he non-briclgiltg oxyge' atorn

shares one ol'its twc'r valence electrons with the rerneúning silicon atorn, a'cl
its unsatisfied valence bond acts as an electron trap, becorning negatively

charged by electrou capture and rernaining neutral when ernpty. No¡
bridging oxygen defects at the SiO2-Si interface rnay be due to: a) the strain

in the region near the interface and b) water related electron traps near the

Si02 interface. lrlon-bridging oxygen could act as negatively charged

centers when the water-related traps capture energetic electrons. However,

because electrons are seldom present in the conduction band of the SiO2,

the formation of negatively charged centers may be impossible. More
probable may be the loss of an electron from a non-bridging oxygen center

near the SiO2-Si interface to the silicon, making it a positively charged

center leading to the formation of the oxide fixed charge t2.gsl.

c. The oxide trapped charge

The possible candidate for oxide trapped charge (e"J is the E' center.

The E' center is associated with oxygen vacancy sites. Electron spin

resonance (ESR) measurements indicate that an electron localizes
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preferentially onto one of the two silicon dangling bonds directs into the

vacancy, and that the other silicon atom is positive charged, relaxes out of
the vacancy towards a planar configuration as shown in Fig. z.lg l2.s4l.
Most of the Qo¡ can be antrealecl out by low temperature annealing in the

f'orming gas. The Qo¡ is usualry located either near the metal-sio2
interface or at the SiCz-Si interface. One exception is that if the oxicle

traps are introduced by iouizin-9 radiation sLrch as X-r.ays, electrons,

tìeLltrolìs' etc.. thetl they rnay [-re locatecl anyrvhere ill the oxicle. That is

rvhy sometilnes Qo, is c¿rlled the racli¿rtion inducecl trilppecl charse.

Oxygen vacancy site

Figure 2.19. Diagram representation of the formation of an E' center.
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The close Froximity Flasrna Frocessing systern

Ill chapter 2, the principles and performance ol' various plasrna

processittg s),stetns, which have been put I'onvard, \,vere clescribecl. 'l-hese

systelns cach hal'e their otvn short-comings alld to overcoûte these, a close

Proxirriity ¡rlasrna processing (CPPP) systerr h¿rs lreen clevelopecl. 'l his

system is irt l'act ¿rrt ECR rnicrorval,e ¡rlasrnzr ¡rrocessing system consisting ol'

er plasmit chalnber and ¿r processing charlber as well as a new zrppzrratus

callecl the "species selector and erlergy controller (SSEC)." With this ¡erv

SSEC apparattts, the substrates can be placed close to the plasma and this is

why this system is called the CPPP systern. In the present chapter, this

system will be described in some detail. Some experimental results will
then be presented to demonstrate that the properties of SiOz/Si systems with

the SiO2 fabricated by the CPPP system are much better than those with the

SiOz fabricated by the conventional ECR microwave plasma processing

system without the SSEC apparatus.

3.L. The ECR Microwave CPPP system and the SSEC

The ECR microwave CPPP system is shown schematically in Fig. 3.1.

A magnetron operating in a continuous mode at a frequency of 2.45 GHz is

used to generate the microwave power. The plasma chamber and the

processing chambeÍ are constructed as a stainless steel wave guide, 34 cm

long with standard dimensions of the V/R-284 wave guide. A turbo-

molecular pump is used in conjunction with a chemical rotary pump for
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evacuating the system to a base pressure of 10-6 torr. The operating

pressure for filrn deposition is in the range of 10-a to 10-l torr, and is

monitored by a capacitance manometer. A water cooled coil is mounted

arottnd the plasma chamber to provide an axial magnetic fielct for
conl'inin-9 the plasrna in the transverse direction and creating an ECR

condition. The plasrna chamber ancl the processing chamber are physically

separated by the SSEC and therefore they can not see each other, as shorvn

in Fig. 3.1. J'he end of the plasma ch¿rmber is v¿rcuum sealecl by a quartz

rvindow, alld the end of the processing charntrer try a stainless steel

st-lbstr¿rte sttpporter l'lange. 'fhe rnicrowave power is 1'ecl through the

quartz, rvindow in the -fElo lnocle. -Ìhe plasma chamber and the processitrg

chamber can be heated to any temperature up to 400 'C by a therrnostatic-

ally controlled heating eletnent surrounding the chambers. For the

fabrication of SiO2 fihns, a gas containing oxygen (NzO) or oxygen at a

flow rate of l0 sccm is fed into the plasma chamber via gas inlet I and a

gas rnixtttre containing silicon (107o SiH+ in Ar) is fed into the processing

chamber in front of the substrate via gas inlef 2. The substrate supporter is

mounted in such a way that substrafe surfaces are perpendicular to the

chamber axis, and it can also be heated to any temperature up to 400 "C by

a thermostatically controlled tungsten lamp inserted beneath the table

surface. An electrical feed-through also facilitates the plasma

characterization and the control of the substrate temperature.

The basic function of the SSEC is to suppress the traffic of the

energetic electrons, ions, and photons in order to avoid their bombardment

on the substrates and the on-growing films. Under the ECR condition, the

magnetic field confines the plasma around the plasma chamber axis, thus
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preventing energetic electrons and ions from bombarding the surrounding

structures and reducing the electron loss to the charnber walls and hence

reducing the electrornagnetic po\,ver required for sustaining the plasma.

The plasma charnber contains a mixture of ions, electrons, neutral atoms

and rnolecules, activated atot'trs and molecules, oxidizin-9 species, as well as

photons of various energies. The SSEC acts as a l'ilter tending to filter otrt

the charged particles and photons and also to block the clifTusion of reactalrt

,9as I'rom the processirt-9 charnber to the plasrra chamber because v¿ith thc

SSEC the pressr-rre in the plasrna charnber can be lnaillt¿rinecl sli_thtly higher.

than that in the processing chamber. Fi-gure 3.2 iìlustrates the florv of'

variotts pzrrticles froln the plasrna chamber to the processing chzuuber vi¿r

the SSEC. In the plasrna the charged particles (ions and electrons) gain

their energies from the input microwave power. Since the rnicrowave is

reflected from the SSEC, the charged particles after passing through the

SSEC, will not regain their energies. The substrates are located close to

the plasma region but separated by the SSEC, and the distance between the

substrates and the SSEC is about 5 cm. One of the major functions of the

SSEC is to remove the majority of charged particles. Without biasing,

there is still a small number of charged particles reaching the processing

chamber. If the amount is small, the electric fields created by a small ion

sheath would also be small. As the mean free paths at the gas pressure used

are much smaller than the distance between the substrate and the SSEC,

multiple particle collisions would also occur. It is therefore likely that the

kinetic energy of the remaining ions impinging on the growing films would

be small. The activated species diffuse through the SSEC to the processing

chamber, and most of them have the chance to arrive at the substrate
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surface to react with SiHa injected there to form solid SiOz films. This is

why this system is called the CPPP system.

The SSEC is placed at about the edge of the coil generating magnetic

fields or behind the plasma volume. The SSEC can be designed in several

ways depending on what functions the SSEC is desired to optimize. Figure

3.3(a) shows the design of the SSEC used for this investigation. It is made

of stainless steel and consists of two walls separated by a distance of 1 cm.

The two walls have openings so that the gases, due to the slight pressure

difference between the plasma and the processing chambers, can channel

between the two walls. The gas species and other particles will collide with
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one or both walls before they can enter the processing chamber. Thus,

high energy particles will lose a large portion of their energy before

entering the processing chamber. This SSEC also blocks completely the

photon radiation directed to the substrate, and suppresses the charged

particles (ions arld electrons) fì'orn enterin-9 the ltrocessing chamber thus

avoidin-g the irnpingement of both photons ancl charged particles on the

sttbstrates and the otr-grolving films, rvhich is the rna.jor cause of the defects

in the depositecl films. 'fhe energy of'the precLrrsor species can be

controlled by the rvalls in the SSEC. The ener-ey terrcls to decrcase as the

ntllnber of rvalls is increasecl or as the sepzrration between tliem is

increasecl. 'l-he ener-gy of ¡rrecursor species can also be colttrolle.i i-ry

regulating the gas pt'essure difference between the plasrna ancl the

processing charnbers. In rnost cases, the operating pressLtre is in the

range of l0-3 to l0-l torr, for which the gas flow is larninar. The mai¡

stream of the gas flow will be located primarily at the center of the

chamber cross section [3.1], while the gas convection current which carries

SiH4 will flow along the chamber wall in the direction opposite to the gas

main stream. The first wall of the SSEC creates a resistance to the main

stream of the gas flow, thus making the pressure in the plasma chamber

slightly higher than that in the processing chamber. The first wall of the

SSEC also acts as a shield to block the flow of charged particles (ions and

electrons). The second wall of the SSEC acts as a barrier to block the

convection current and to change its direction so that it will mix with the

incoming gas flow from the plasma chamber. Figure 3.3(b) shows that the

individual wall can be isolated from the chamber wall so that it can be

biased with a positive or negative dc voltage to eliminate completely

electrons or ionic particles. It should be noted that a mask-screen grid
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with tiny windows biased rvith suitable voltage may be capable of repelling

one type of charged particles (e.g. negatively charged electrons) and

accelerating the other type (e.g., positively charged ions). Such a grid has

been ttsed to control the irnpinging ion energy in microwave plasrna

etching 1t3.21. Irl this case a negative bias is used. If tr,vo such grids, orìe

biased with a tregative voltage and the other biased with a positive voltzrge,

are placecl in parallel between the plasma and the processing chambers, this

methclcl call effectively suppress charged particles (ions altd electrons) I'r-oln

bombarding the sttbstrates ancl the on-,9ror,ving filrls. F{orvever, the biasecl

gricl cannot blocl< the photorl radiation nor can it sto¡r the clifll'usioli c-rl'SiHa

into the plastla charnber. l'he SSE(l rvith dc biasin-9 is shown in Fig. 3.3 in

which the sepa.ration betr,veen any two of the three walls is 0.5 cm.

3"2" Opttcal emission spectna of the oxygen plasma

Figure 3.4 shows the schetnatic diagrarn of the experimental set-up for

the measttrements of the optical ernission spectra (OES) of the plasmas.

The optical emission from the plasma was sampled through a quartz

window and a metal screen mesh. A telescope was used for focusing the

emitting light onto one end of an optic fiber cable, which was then guided

to a 25 ¡rm slit of a Jarrell-Ash Monospec 27 spectrometer equipped with a

1200 grooves/mm grating and 1024 diode array EGG-PARC multi-channel

analyzer. The oES were measured for three cases: (a) pure oxygen

plasma, (b) oxygen + 57o of siHa in Ar without the ssEC, and (c) oxygen

+ 5 To siHa in Ar with the ssEC. 02 gas was used rather than N2o gas

because the oxygen plasma OES is much simpler than the oES of N2O for
producing a clear picture about the reactant gas diffusion from the
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Figure 3.4. Experimental set up for -optical emission spectra, Langmuir probe, and
pressure measurements of the plasma in the plasma chamber.

processing chamber to the plasma chamber. The OES was taken at the

pressure of 3 x 10-2 torr. This slightly higher pressure was chosen because

it was desired to see the diffusion of SiHa by increasing the gas flow rate

ratio to 20 sccm (OùIL} sccm (5%o SiHa in Ar) instead of the ratio 10 sccm

(Nzo)/l sccm (Svo siH4 in Ar), which was normally used for film
deposition. The optical emission spectra for the plasma of the three cases

are shown in Fig. 3.5. Figure 3.5(a) shows the standard 02 plasma
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oES 1,3.3,3.41. when an Ar + 5 7o siH+ gas is introduced into the

processing chamber, the OES in the plasrna chamber is changed. Figure

3.5(b) sholvs that uew OES peaks at 421 nm due to the presence of SiH

l3.5land at750 nm and 811 nm due to the presence of Ar J3.3,3.61 appear

for case (b) rvithout the SSEC. This indicates that the react¿rnt gas (Ar and

SiH4) difl'trses into the plasrnei region. However, with the SSEC placed

between the plasrna and the processing chambers, the intensities of these

nerv OES peaks are signil'icantly reduced. as shown in Fig. 3.5(c). This

experirnent results show clearl¡, th¿rt the SSIrC inhibits the upstrealn

dilïusion ol' the re¿ict¿rnt gas frorl the ¡rrocessing charnber to the plasrna

region.

Figure 3.6 shoi,r,s the emission intensities f'or the Oå at -5-58 urn, O'r' at

7J7 nm, and Ar at Bl I ntn versus the flow rate of the gas containing 5o/o ot

SiH4 in Ar for the case without SSEC. The emission intensities of Oi (558

nrn) and g't' (777 nm) decrease with increasing florv rate of the SiHa gas,

indicating that the Oä and O'¡' species react spontaneously with SiHx species.

The chemical reactions can be described as follows:

(a) The reaction of SiH¡ species with Oj:

SiH* + Oå + e- -->

SiH^+Of+e-

SiH.+Oå+e-

silr+ + p;* ,

(b) The reactions of SiH¡ species with O*:

siH. + o* --> SioH +xJw"

SiOr + ìLH"-2
SiH*-rOH + O*

x < 4 (3.1)

(3.2)

x s2 (3.3)

(3.4)

---> SiOH + H1x-r¡O

--- 2SiOH + 3HzO

x < 4 (3.5)
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Figune 3.6. F.mission intensities of Oå (5-58 nm). ç¡"r' (777 nm), ancl Ar (8ll nm) as
functions of the flow rate of the gas consisting of 5 o/o SiHa in Ar for the
case vvithout the SSEC. Flor,v rate of oxygen: I0 sccm, gas pressul'e 10-12
mtorr, and microwave absorption power under ECR condition: 6 watts.

SiH* + O*+ e- - SiHx-rOH
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(3.6)

Process (3.1) shows a direct gas phase reaction that may be responsible

for the production of dust particles during the deposition processes.

Processes (3.2) to (3.6) are gas phase reactions producing precursor

species, which may be responsible for the deposition of SiO2 films.

However, the decrease of the emission intensity of o* (lll nm), when SiH¿

was introduced into the chamber, may not be due to the reaction between

o* and SiHx species (3.5-3.6), but may be due ro the inhibition of the

formation of O* species such as:

Oi. + e- -+ 20*

Oz+e- --à O+O

(3.7)

(3.8)
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fLlnctions of the flow rate of the gas corlsisting of 5 o/a SiHa in Ar f or the
case with the SSEC. Flow rate of oxygen: l0 sccm, gas pressure: l0-12
mtorr, and microwave absor¡rtion power under ECR condition: 6 watts.

O * e- --+ O" (3.9)

Furthermore, process (3.8) may have a much higher reaction rate than

process (3.7) 13.7). If this is the case, then 02 species may also react with

the SiHx species leading to the results shown in Fig. 3.6.

Figure 3.7 shows the emission intensities of Ot, O*, and Ar as

functions of the flow rate of SiHa for the CPPP system with the SSEC. In

contrast to the case without the SSEC, the emission intensities of Oj and O*

increase with increasing flow rate of SiHa, indicating that there is no

reaction between oxygen species and SiHx taking place inside the plasma

chamber. The increases of the emission intensity peaks are mainly caused
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by the increase in pressure, which corresponds to the introduction of SiH+

into the processing chamber. The ernission intensity peaks at 558 nm and

777 nm decrease wheu the flow rate of 5 t/o SiHa in Ar is higher than I

sccm. However, this decrease is only about 3 a/o of the total emissiolt

intensity, and it seelrs independent of the flor,v rate of SiH4. This result

again confirms that the SSEC c¿rn inhibit SiH+ from diffusing tor,vard the

plasma charnber. Even though Ar appears in the plasrna chamber, it is

believed that the atnount of SiHa leaking through is very small lrccause the

molecular wei,ght o1'SiH+ is much lar_9er than that ol'Ar, and its

concentration is only -5 Vo in the toterl gas rnixture.

3.3. l-angmuir pnobe measurernemts

lJsing a tungsten Langrnuir probe biased at +10 v and -10 V and

positioned at -5 clrì from the eclge of the rnagnetic field coil, the

electron and the ion currents of the NzO plasma have beelt measured using

a Keithly 610 C electrometer with and without the SSEC. Figure 3.8

shows the electron and the ion currents as functions of the microwave

power absorbed at a constant flow of 10 sccm of N2O gas. The electron

current is in general higher than the ion current irrespective of the SSEC

as expected because electron mobility is larger than the ion mobility.

However, both currents for the case with the SSEC are about three orders

of magnitude smaller than those without the SSEC, indicating that the SSEC

does effectively suppress the energetic charged particles from entering the

processing chamber. Neither the electron nor the ion current vary with the

microwave power absorbed, implying that the numbers of electrons and

ions generated in the plasma have reached the saturation values at the ECR

condition. The electron and the ion currents were also measured as
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Figure 3.8. The electron ancl the ion currents of the N2O plasma at a constant flor,v rate

of 10 sccm as functions of microwave power absorbed. (a) the electron

current without the SSEC, (b) the ion current without the SSEC, (c) the

electron current with the SSEC, and (d) the ion current with the SSEC.

functions of gas pressure. The results are shown in Fig. 3.9. Again, both

currents for the case with the SSEC are about three orders of magnitude

smaller than those without the SSEC. The decrease of the current with

increasing pressttre can be explained as due to the decrease in mean free

path as the pressure is increased, thus increasing the collision among

particles and hence reducing the energies of both electrons and ions. It
should be noted that the electrons and ions are not completely shielded by

one unit of the SSEC. In the SSEC, the two walls are about I cm apart and

both walls are arranged in such a way that there is no straight-path opening

which would allow particles to move directly from the plasma chamber to
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Figure 3.9. 'l'he electron ancl ion currents of the N2O plasma at a constant microlvave
power of 6 W as functions of gas pressure (a) the electron current without
the SSEC, (b) the ion current without the SSEC, (c) the electron current
with the SSEC, and (d) rhe ion currenr with the SSEC.

the processing chamber, or vice versa. One unit of the SSEC consists of

two walls, so that any particle has to collide at least once with the wall

because most particles are moving in parallel with the chamber axis due to

the magnetic field confinement. Electrons and ions may lose some energy

by such a collision with the wall. Only those with higher energy may still

have sufficient energy after losing some due to collision to proceed toward

the processing chamber. In general, the average energy of the electrons

and ions in an ECR microwave plasma is within the range of 3-10 eV [3.8].

However, in the case without the SSEC there must be a large number of

605010

(a)

(b)

(c)

high energy electrons and ions (>10 eV) entering the processing chamber
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and thus causing bombardment damage to the substrates and the on-

growing films. The major function of the SSEC placed between the plasrna

and the processing charnbers is to remove the rnajority of charged particles

(electrons and ions) before they have a chance to enter the processing

charnber. This fturction is clearly clernonstrated ill Fi-er.3.8 ancl 3.9. As a

result of this action, the concentration of the rernainin_9 chargecl particles in

the processitt-9 chatnber is srnall and hence the electric fielcl near the

stlbstrate surfa,ce cre¿itecl by the ioll sheath is small. Thus, the kinetic

energy of the rernainirtg charged ¡rarticles impinging on the subst¡'¿ites and

the on-grc-rwing f iltns is likely small and rnay not c¿urse any significant

darnage. This is zrlso why the properties of the SiO2 depositecl rvith the

SSEC approach those of high quality rhermally grown Sio2 films. It
should be noted that the activated oxygen species have to flow to the

processing chamber for chemical re¿rction with the reactant gas to form

solid films. Like the charged particles, the amount of these species which

can enter the processing charnber is also considerably reduced because of

the SSEC. For this reason, it is desirable to limit the number of the SSEC

walls to only two and with a suitable biasing as shown in Fig. 3.3(b) in

order to effectively suppress the flows of electrons and ions, and in the

mean time, not to seriously hinder the flow of the activated oxygen species.

The SSEC also creates a pressure difference between the plasma and

the processing chamber. Figure 3. 10 shows the ratio of the pressure in the

plasma chamber (Pr) to that in the processing chamber (P2) as a function of

the pressure in the plasma chamber. The SSEC makes the pressure in the

plasma chamber about twice as large as that in the processing chamber for
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Figure 3.11. The difference between the gas pressure in the plasma chamber (P1) and

that in the processing chamber (PÐ as a function of the flow rate of N2O
gas (with a constant pumping speed) for the system (a) without the SSEC

and (b) with the SSEC.
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a pressure in the plasma chamber of 10-: torr which is normally used for
the deposition of SiO2 films. This pressure difference makes upstream

diffusion of the reactant gas (sr-rch as SiHa) difficult from the processing

chamber to the plasrna charnber. An experiment was also performecl to

Ineastlre the pressure difference (Pl-ltz) as a function of 
-gas flow rate ol'

N2O gas injected via the gas inlet I to the plersrna chamber rvith the l'lorv

rate of N2 gas injected via gas inlet 2 to the processing charnber kept

constant at I sccm. The results are shovvn in Fig. 3. I I . As expectecl, the

pressLlre dilTerence increases rryith increasing flor,r, rate, and in gencr¿rl this

pressttre dilTerence is rnuch higher l'or the system with the SSL,CI than

rvithout. Again, this experirnent fLrrther delnonstrates th¿rt the SSEC acts as

the pressure regttlator and that it not only suppresses upstream cliffusiolr

but also blocks the couvection current flow of the gas frorr the processing

chamber to the plasma chamber.

3.4 " Comparison of the properties of Sioz films deposited with
and without the SSEC

sioz films were deposited on n-type, <100> oriented, r-2 Ç}-cm

silicon wafer substrates using the microwave ECR plasma system described

above with and without the SSEC. The film samples deposited without the

SSEC are labeled group A samples and those with the SSEC are labeled

group B samples. For FTIR measurements, the wafers were thinned by a

HF/HNO3 solution to increase the IR transmission prior to film deposition.

Both group A and group B films were deposited under the same plasma

conditions with the following parameters: gas mixture of 5 7o SiHa,in Ar at

a flow rate of 1 sccm and 100 %o NzO at a flow rate of l0 sccm, gas

pressure of 16x10-3 torr in the plasma chamber for the case without the
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SSEC, gas pressures of 22x10-3 torr in the plasma chamber and 16x10-3

torr iu the processing chamber for the case lvith the SSEC, microwave

absorption power of 4 rvatts, magnetic field of 875 Gauss for the ECR

condition, and deposition temperature of 300 'C.

It is interesting to note that for the system with the SSEC, the

deposition rate of Si02 filrns increases with increasin-9 deposition

telnperatttre atrcl gradually becomes saturated 1'or deposition temperatures

hi-qher than 200 oC as shor,r,r.r in I'ig. 3.12. In contrast, lbr the case rvithout

the SSEC, the deposition rate decre¿rses vvith increasins <Jeposition

telnperatttre. These l'esults inclic¿rte th¿rt the l'illns clepositecl rvith the SSEC

fbllow a heterogeneous surface rate-lirnitecl reaction which h¿rs an ArheniLrs

type temperature dependence. The Arrehenius plot of the deposition rate

versus l/T yields an activation energy of 0.035 eV. For the case r,vithout

the SSEC, the deposition rate follows a gas phase mass-lirnited reaction.

The deposition rate decrease with increasing temperature is due to the

densification of the films at higher deposition temperatures. For the case

with the SSEC, the rate of densification is much smaller than the rate of
surface reaction, so that the deposition rate increases with increasing

deposition temperature.

The refractive index for each film was also measured using a

Gartner ellipsometer with a helium-neon laser light of wavelength of 6328

Å. SiOz films with thicknesses of 1200-1400 Å were used for rhis

investigation because this thickness range corresponds to approximately

half an ellipsometric cycle and is supposed to yield more accurate

ellipsometric results. The film thickness was also measured by

ellipsometry and checked by capacitance measurement. Figure 3.13 shows
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the refractive index of SiOz films as a function of deposition temperature.

For the fihns deposited with the SSEC, the refractive index of SiO2 is about

1.38 at the deposition temperature of about 30 'C. It increases rapidly as

the temperature is increased and become saturated at temperatures higher

than 200 'C. At these temperatures the refractive index is about 1.456

inclicating that the films may have become clenser as the cleposition

temperatttre increases. For the case with the SSEC, the rel'ractive i¡clex

irrcreases frorn l.4l at 30'C to 1.456 at the cleposition ternperature ol'300

"C implyin-e that the f ilrn also lrecornes clenser ¿ìs the clepositio¡

temperature is increased.

-I'he basic parameters governing the filrn deposition r'¿rte are the r¿rte o1'

lrìass transport of reactaltts to the substrate surl'ace and the rate cll'chelnical

reaction at the substrate sutface. T'he reaction late depends mainly on the

concentration of the reactants and deposition temperature. For the case

with the SSEC, the reactants are activated oxygen species and SiH4, and the

mass transport of these reactants can be considered to be constant because

both the gas pressure and the gas flow rate are kept constant during

deposition. The saturation of the deposition rate at deposition temperatures

higher than 250 'C implies that the reaction in the deposition process is

heterogeneous and is surface-rate limited. The surface reaction is due to

the reaction of SiHa adsorbed on the substrate surface and the approaching

activated oxygen species generated from the N2O plasma. The reaction

between SiH4 and activated oxygen species is an exothermic type of

reaction [3.9]; hence, the reaction itself may contribute part of its energy to

promote the reaction. The deposition rate for this particular set of

deposition parameters is low when compared with those using other
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PECVD processes [3.10, 3.1ll. However, several investigators [3. 12,3.13].

have reported that the quality of the filrns is directly related to the

deposition rate. SiO2 films deposited at slow rates of the order of those in

this present investigation usually exhibit good electronic properties. From

er. practical point of vielv, the slow depositiorì rate, on the other hand,

provides att easy control of film thickness, particularly for" very thin gate

oxicles ( 100-200 Å in thickness) lor VLSI. It should be noted thar rhe low

activation ener-gy o1'0.035 eV is the same ¿ts that reported by Aclarn et al

l3.l4l, btrt is abotlt l0 tirnes srnaller than th¿rt l'or the SiOr l'ilrns depositecl

by a tr-PC-vD process 13.l-51, which is about O.ul eV. Although this

¿rctivatiort ener-qy is srnall, it still plays zut ilnportant role in the chan_qe o1'

the film composition. In other words, the activation energy is related to

the elter-9y reqtrired for the arrarìgement of the activated atolns to form

SiOz species and for the l'ormation of a stable SiO2 l'ilm structure. The

evidence of this action is that the SiO2 films change from a silicon rich

composition to a more stoichiometric composition as the deposition

temperature is changed from 25 "C to 300 "C.

Figure 3.14 shows the infrared (IR) specrra of the sio2 films

measured with a Bomem 1000 FTIR spectrometer. The Si-O stretching

mode absorption peak occurs approximately at 1070 cm-l for (a) the films

deposited without the SSEC and (b) the films deposited with the SSEC and

at 1080 cm-l for (c) the films fabricated by thermal oxidation at 1100'C.

The full widths at half maximum (FWHM) of these peaks are 85 cm-t, js
cm-l and 70 cm-l for (a), (b), and (c), respectively. A more careful

observation reveals that the peak in (a) is much more asymmetric than that

in (b) and (c), exhibiting a high frequency shoulder in (a) larger than that
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in (b) and (c). The ratios of the absorbance at the shoulder edge to the

absorbance peak (Rrn) are 0.4,0.2, and 0. 13 for (a), (b), and (c),

respectively. [t can be seen clearly that the IR spectrum of the SiOz filrns

fabricated with the SSEC approaches that of the high quality thermal

oxides.

For electrical tneasurerìents, aluminum electrocles 1000 Å in

thicklless and 5 x l0-3 crn2 in ¿rrea each were vacuulrì clepositecl on the SiO?

sttrf'ace through a shadow rnasl< to l'orrn MOS capacitors. '['he SiO" layer

n'as in the range c-tl- 200-250 Å. -I'he I-V characteristics were rneasurecl

wtth the gate biased at positive polaritl, (acculnulation rnocle) using a

current ralnp techniclue. -I'he high lì'equency ( I MHz) ¿rnd the quasi-stzrtic

Cl-V characteristics \,vere measured for the devices after being subjected to

post rnetalization annealing (PMA) in a forrning gas (10 o/o of H2 in N2) at

400 'C for 30 min using a linear voltage ramp in conjunction with a

Boonton capacitance meter and Keithly 604 electrometer. The ramp rates

used for I-V and C-V measurements were I V/s and 50 mV/s, respectively.

The MOS capacitors were first subjected to a low field test (1 MV/cm)

to screen out those which were short circuited. The devices which

withstood the low field test were then subjected to a ramp voltage stressing

with the ramp rate of 0.5 MV/cm-sec until the occurrence of destructive

breakdown. The histograms of typical breakdown distributions for films

deposited without the SSEC (group A) and films deposited with the SSEC

(group B) are shown in Fig. 3.15. For group A samples, about 40 To of

the devices could not sustain the low field test at I MV/cm, and the average

breakdown strength was about 7 MV/cm. For group B samples only 12 To

of the devices failed in the low field test, and the average breakdown
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strength was abotlt I0 MV/cm. Furthermore, the spreacl of the breakdown

distribution for group A samples is much wider than that for group B

samples. The destructive breakdown may be characterized into three

modes: (i) for the breakdown strengths (Egn) < I MV/cm, the breakdown

may be caused by dust particles and pin holes in Sio2 films; (ii) for 1

MV/cm < Egn < 9 MV/cm, the breakdown may be associated with weak

spots in Sio2 films, and (iii) for Eeo > 9 MV/cm rhe breakdown may be

considered to be intrinsic. Group A samples contains more dust particles

and pin holes as well as more weak spots as compared with group B

samples. The difference between these two group samples may be

attributed to the difference in their film growth processes. Group A
samples were deposited without using the SSEC, the SiHa was in direct

contact with the plasma formed by N2O, which produces species due to
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discharge. These species underwent heterogeneous 
-gas 

phase reaction to

form micro-dust particles which then landed on the substrate surfaces and

on-gror'ving filrn sttlfaces. These harmful particles, depending on their

size, tnight be embedded inside the film to fonn weak spots. For the case

of group B sarnples, the SiH4 lvas kept a\,vay from the plasrna region by

the SSEC, thtts miuirlizing the chance for the form¿rtion of rnicro-dust

particles. The current-voltage (l-V) characteristics of SiOz films cleposited

rvithout (A) ancl with (B) the SSEC'arc shown in Fig.3.l6. 'fhe I-V
characteristics f'or (Iì) samples are sirnilal to those l'or the high quality

therlnal oxicles. At f ields higher than -5 MV/cnr, the current is maintry clue

to Fowler-Norheiln (F-N) tunneling in.jection [3. I 6l r,vith the fi¡al
breakclown occurring at the field ratì-ge of 8- I I MV/crn. No self-healing

phenomerloll was observed in (B) sarnples prior to the final breakdown.

However, self-healing phenorrenon was observecl in (A) sarnples when the

applied fields were higher than 2 MV/crn. This indicates that (A) sarnples

have weak spots so that the breakdown point could be self-healed during

breakdown at low fields due to the melting of the aluminum electrode.

During the growth of (A) samples, the substrates and the on-growing films

were exposed to the plasma, and therefore subjected to the bombardment of
energetic particles such as ions, electrons, and photons. The ultraviolet

radiation created by the plasma alone could break weak Si-O bonds [3.1j),
which would, in turn, create electron traps. These traps will then capture

electrons coming from the plasma, and as the electron capturing process

continues throughout the deposition period, layer by layer of negative

charges will build up. The threshold field for the FN tunneling injecrion is

higher for the SiOz films deposited without the SSEC rhan rhat for the

SiOz films deposited with the SSEC as shown in Fig. 3.16 indicating rhat
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the concentration of bulk trapped charge is higher for the former case than

the latter. This phenomenon is similar to the shift of the I-V curve towards

higher fields due to the build-up of trapped electrons injected from the

negatively biased silicon in the MOS capacitor. The breakdown strength of

the SiOz films deposited without the SSEC spreads unevenly in the range 5-

9 MV/cm. The early breakdown at lower fields may be associated with the

micro-dust particles incorporated in the bulk of the films coupled with the

build-up of negatively charge layers. The former has been observed under

helium laser light reflection and the latter is consistent with the observation
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of Holland and Hu [3.181 who have reported that the injection of positive

charge carriers into SiOz results in an increase of the breakdown strength.

The high frequency (1 MHz) and the quasi-static capacitance-voltage

(C-V) characteristics for Si02 films deposited without and with the SSEC

are shown in Fi-9. 3.17. It can be seen that both the high lrequency and the

qtrasi-static C-V cltrves for the Si02 filrns deposited with the SSEC are

very similar to those ol'high-quality thermal oxicles rvith an interfàce trap

clensity (D¡¡) ol'5xl0lleV-l cm-2 al'ter PMA. Flor,vever, I'or the SiO2 l'illns

deposited rvithout the SSEC, the hi-eh-lì'equency C-V characteristic is

shil'tecl toward the positive bias voltage indicating that the film cont¿rins a

high concentr¿rtion of ne,gatively trapped charge. Also, the cluasi-static Cl-V

characteristic is distorted as shown in Fig.3.l7 indicating that the filrn has

a high interface trap density. The valr"re of D¡¡ alter PMA for this case has

been estimated to be about l0l3 ev-l c,rut-2.
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Effects of Deposition Fararneters on Properties of
SiC2/Si systerns

in this chzrpter, sotrìe results and cliscussiolt about the effects of

depositiot.ì parameters on properties ol'SiO2/Si systems with the SiOz films

fabricatecl by the ECR rnicrowave plasrna processing systern with the SSEC

a¡rpal'zrtlts will lrc describecl. '['he deposition p¿ìrameters include the gas {'low

rate, the 
-gas ilressurc, the substrate temperzrtnre, iurcl the dc bias of' thc

SSEC. The efTects of the thickness of the SiOz films have also beeu

systernatically studiecl and are also included in this chapter.

4.1. The effects of the gas flow nate

As mentioned previonsly, the gas flow rates, the pressure, and the

substrate temperatures are important parameters that depict control of the

film deposition rate and the film composition. It has been reported that the

deposition rate of SiO2 films fabricated by PECVD has to be low in order

to produce high quality sio2 films [4.]-4.31. In pracrice, the low

deposition rate is generally acceptable for gate oxide fabrication because

this enables precise control of the film thickness. However, for other

applications such as dielectric inter-layers for metal routing, thicker SiO2

films (>1000 .Â.; ur" required. Thus, the trade-off between film quality

and film deposition rate should be optimized for given applications. Figure

4.1 shows the deposition rate and the refractive index of SiO2 films as

functions of the gas flow ratio (N2O/SiH4). The deposition rate is about 65
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Å/min at a gas flow ratio of I (6.5:6.5 of N2o:SiHa). The films deposited at

a gas flow ratio of I have a refractive index of 1.477 indicating that the

films are silicon rich. As the N2O gas-flow ratio increases, the deposition

rate tends to decrease and so does the refractive index. However, when

the gas-flow ratio reaches 10, the refractive index and the deposition rate

tend to become saturated. The films deposited at a gas-flow ratio of 10

have a refractive index of 1.46, which is close to the refractive index of the

thermally grown oxide. Figure 4.2 shows the breakdown strength as a

function of the gas-flow ratio. The breakdown strength increases with

increasing gas-flow ratio for the gas-flow ratios less than 10. But for gas-

flow ratios between 10 and 20,the breakdown strength becomes saturated.

Figure 4.3 shows that the oxide fixed charge (Q¡) and the interface trap
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density (Dit) as functions of gas-flow ratio after the PMA process. Films

deposited at a low gas-flow ratio have a higher oxide fixed charge than

those deposited at a high gas-flor,v ratio, and the value of D¡¡ can reach

as low as 10ll eV-t cm-2 forfilms deposited at gas flor,v ratios between l0
and 20. The valtre of D¡¡ fbllows the same trend of the oxicle f ixed char,9e.

These results indicate that the higher the concentr¿rtion of SiHa (-gas florv-

ratio of l) the faster the deposition rate. The l'ilms produced at a I'ast

depositioll rate tend to be olT-stt>ichiometry, rvhich is reflectect by their

higher refractive index, lorver breakdor¡/n voltage, ancl hi_gher bulk ancl

iltterface tlap densities. 'fhus. to increase the cleposition r¿¡te by using

excess silicolt cotlcelttration in the gas rnixture can cause cle-graclatioll in the

film quality. Excess silicon concentration in the gas lnixture rnay not only

result in silicon rich films, but may also promote gas phase nucleation to

fonn silicon dust particles inside the reactor.

4.2. The effects of the gas pressure

Figure 4.4 shows the deposition rate and the refractive index of the

SiOz deposited films as functions of the gas pressure. The deposition rate

increases linearly with the gas pressure. Thus, much higher deposition

rates can be achieved by controlling the gas pressure than by controlling

the gas flow ratio. The refractive index tends to increase, but the

breakdown voltage tends to decrease with increasing pressure as shown in

Fig. 4.5. The final breakdown strength is around 8-9 MV/cm for films

deposited at gas pressures larger than 100 mtorr. Thus, the films deposited

at pressures higher than 100 mtorr may not be stoichiometric, but the

structure is not as bad as in the case of the gas-flow ratio less than 10. The

high breakdown voltage of the films deposited at higher pressures can be
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explained as due to the increase in electron trapping in the high field
region, which is cattsed by the non-stoichiometric SiO2 or silicon rich

films 14.41. Such trapped electrons create an internal field opposite to the

applied field as indicated by the ledge in the I-V characteristics. Oxide

fixecl charge increases with increasing gas presslrre as shown in Fig. 4.6.

For the PECVD films f'abricated at low substrate ternperatures, the

adsorbed 
-9as 

molecrtles on the substrate surface have a lorv rnobility ancl

hellce they need a certain tirne to lnove arouncl to reach a stable state. Il'
the depositioll r¿rte is high, the adsorbecl gzrs rnolecules cclLrlcl not r-r-ìor¡e

arottnd to search l'or a st¿rble state. fhis leads to a non-cotrìplete chernical

reactioll thus creating lnore clefects or silicoll rich f ilms. Howeyer, the

value of D¡¡ c{oes trot depend on pressLrre, sLtggesting that the v¿rlue of D;¡

tnay not clepend on the growth process. This rnay be due to the fact that

the present filrns were fabricatecl using the ner,v system, and therefore they

were not subjected to either ionic particle or photon bombardlnent, and

that prior to the deposition process a thin native oxide film was already

present on the silicon sutface. It is also worthy to mention that before the

PMA process, the D¡¡ level is quite high (>1013 ev-r cm-2). However,

this high value of D¡¡ can be annealed out by the pMA process. The high

value of D¡¡ before annealing may be due to the formation of an interface

transition layer between Si and sio2 film, which may be similar to the

native oxide that had already been present prior to the deposition process.

This may be why the quality is not as good as the transition layer of the

thermally grown oxide before annealing. Nevertheless, the treatment of
the deposited SiO2 in an H2 environment at 4O0 oC can anneal out the excess

D¡1 as previously have mentioned. This indicates that the role of H2 in the

annealing of PECVD films is as important as in the thermally grown oxide,
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alld th¿rt the substrate preparation for PECVD films is rnuch lrìore

irnportant than in the case of thennally grown oxide.

4.3. The effects of the substrate temperature

As mentioned in section 3.4, the chemical reaction at the substrate

surface in the CPPP system is a heterogeneous surface rate limited

reaction, and the deposition rate increases with increasing substrate

temperature for temperatures below 300 "C. The refractive index of the

SiO2 films deposited by the CPPP system depends also on the substrate

temperature. In this section some other results on the substrate

temperature dependence will be presented. The infrared spectra of the

SiOz films as functions of substrate temperature are shown in Fig. 4.7. It
can be seen that there is an extra absorption band in the region of 850-

950 cmtl for films deposited at 30 oC and 100 "C, but this absorption band
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temperatures for films fabricated by the Cppp system.

gradually disappears for films deposited at 200 oC or higher temperatures.

This band is difficult to identify because it involves two absorption bands,

885 and 940 cm-L. The 885 cm-l band is frequently observed in deposited

silicon dioxide films 14.5,4.61and has been assigned to Si-oH [4.7], Si-

Hl4-61, si-N [4.8], and sizozf4.5, 4.9,1vibrarions. The 940 cm-t band has

been assigned to Si-OH t4.101 and Si-Si tL.lll vibrarions. Adam et al l4.l2l
have also reported that there is a strong correlation between the intensities

of the 885 and 940 cm-r bands and the Si-H and Si-OH stretching modes,

respectively. As there are no absorption in the stretching modes of Si-OH,

Si-H and Si-N based on our IR absorption spectra, it is believed that this
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850-950 cm-l band may be assigned to oxygen deficiency, which is

normally observed in pyrolytic silicon dioxide films 14.13, 4.141. When

the stlbstrate temperature increases, this absorption bancl decreases and

disappears as the substrate temperature reaches 300 oC, indicating that the

sttbstrate telnperatttre does promote a phase change frorn a silicon-rich to a

lrìore stoichiometric structure.

'l-he ratio (Rrn) of the shoLrlder height to the maximum absorption ol'

the Si-O-Si stretchitrg band R¡¡1 as ¿t l'unction c-rl'substrate telnpel'atule is

shotvn in Fi-e.4.8. A value of R1n.0.20 inclicates x=2 for SiO* [4. 151

'l-he present filrns deposited at 300 o(l havc lìrn - 0.25 indicating that x is

very rlear 2 implyirtg that the filrns ¿rre stoichiornetric. This dedLrction is

supported by the leakage current of these films lreasured at a constant

electric field o1 2 MV/cm as shown in Fig. 4.8. Borh rhe R¡B and the

leakage curreut increase as the substrate temperature decreases, implying

that the filrns deposited at temperatures lower than 250 'C gradually

become silicon rich.

The peak frequency of the Si-o-si stretching absorption mode v-
decreases with increasing substrate temperature. For a substrate

temperature of 300 "C, v* is 1060 crn-l, which is normally observed for

high quality PECVD films. As the substrate temperature decreases, vm

shifts toward a higher wave number and becomes 1070 cm-l for a substrate

temperature of 30 'C. Furthermore, FWHM increases with increasing

substrate temperature, indicating that the films deposited at 300 oC have a

higher intrinsic stress than those deposited at lower temperatures.

Nakamura et al Í4.161have reported that v* is directly related to intrinsic

stress and decreases with increasing intrinsic stress. The low intrinsic
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stress for film below 200 "C may be associated \,vith the mixture of SiO2

and genius silicon phase 14.16;1. This is also consistent with the presence of
the 850-950 cm-t band. The high intrinsic stress in PECVD films is
associated with the nature of the film growth process. The stress in

PECVD films is tensile, that may be caused by the low pressure and low

temperature during film deposition. The low pressure may lead to the film
growth rate lower in the absorbed phase (before reaction) than in the solid

phase (after reaction). This may in turn lead to the formation of elongated

bonds thus resulting in the built-in tensile stress. Furthermore, low
substrate temperature during film deposition may reduce the probability

for the active species to reach an optimal position for interaction at the
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insubstrate surface because of low surface mobility. This could also result

the elongated bonds in the films l4.l7l.

The I-V charactet'istics as functions of substrate temperature are

shorvn in Fi,e. 4.9. As the substrate temperature decreases, the lor,v-field

lezrkage current increases and the breakdown stren-gth clecreases. It

appears that at least a tetnpet'ature of - 270 "C is requirecl to cleposit good

qtrality Si()2 filnls. At substrate tetnperatures lclvver thall 250 oC,

prematttre injection occllrs at l'ielcls much lower than the norrnally acceptecl

threshold field:.5 MV/crn. 'l'hese rcsults arc corrsistent r,vitll the high-

freqttetrcl' C--V character"istics shor,r,l'l ill Itig. 4. 10. As the substrate

temperatttre decreases, the C-V curve tetrds to shil't tolvards negative gate

volta,ee, indicating that the positive trapped charge inside SiOz films
increases. l-he total oxide charges based on the flat-bancl shifts f'or f'our

substrate temperatures are listed in Table 4.1. For the substrate

temperettttre of 25 "C the C-V curve is stretched out indicating that the film
consists of a high concentration of interface traps. The quasi-static C-V

characteristics have also been measured. Typical results for three different

substratetemperatures are shown in Fig. 4.1I. Again, they show the same

tendency: the interface trap density (Dit) increases as the substrate

temperature is decreased below 300 "C. The values of D¡1 for different

substrate temperatures are also given in Table 4.I. For the substrate

temperature of 300 oC, D¡¡ is about 5 x l0t0 cm-2 eV-I, which is about the

same order as that for high quality thermal oxides. For a substrate

temperature of 100 'C the C-V is quite distorted possibly due to high

concentrations of both oxide traps and interface traps.
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Table 4.1. The stretching frequency (v*), full width at half maximum (FWHM), oxide
charge (Q61),and interface trap density (D¡) for SiO2 films deposited at four
different temperatures.
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vm
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FWHM
(cm-t¡

Qot

(cm-z ¡

Dit

(cm-2 e!-1¡
25 r067 77.0 I.4x I0r2

100 1064 80.0 7.9 x 10ll 7.0 x l0l1
200 1061 87.4 4.2 x l01r 6.2 x l}tl
300 1061 87.6 2.4x l0ro 5.0 x 10lo
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4.4. Thickness dependence of dielectric behavior of SiO2 films
It has been shown that the quality of SiO2 films deposited by rhe Cppp

system at 300 oC is close to that of high quality thermal oxide with an

average breakdown strength higher than 9 MV/cm and an interface trap

density ¿tbottt I0l0 eV-t ctn-2 fbr film thicknesses below 600 Å. In tenns of
electrical integrity these SiOz f ilms are good enough for rnicroelectro¡ic

clevices. tJnlike the thermal oxide that is grolvn at the interface between

SiO2 and Si, the PECVD SiO2 filnl is depositecl on the substrate surl'ace

layer by layer. Thus, It woLrld be ex¡tected that the l'illrr gror,r,th mechanisln

lor the latter r,votllcl be rnuch influenced by the clepositiorl pararreters, ancl

that the cornpositioll and the strLrcture shoulcl be uniform throughout the

film and independent of film thickness if the deposition pararneters are kept

cotlstant dtrrin-q deposition. By rnaintaining iclentical st¿rble plaslna ancl

deposition parameters, a series of SiOz films with thicknesses rangi¡g from

120 Å to 1000 Å *"r" fabricated. It was first dererrnined whether the

composition and the structure of the fabricated films were thickness

dependent. The film thicknesses were measured using the capacitance

method and the measured values were consistent with those obtained from

ellipsometric measurements. The refractive index measured by

ellipsometry for a film of thickness of approximately l4z5 Å
corresponding to one half the ellipsometric cycle for the incident light with

wavelength of 6328,4 is t.458 which is about the same as thar for the high

quality thermal oxide. The etch rate of the PECVD films in HF solution is

independent of the film thickness and is about 2 times faster than that of the

high quality thermal oxide. The high etch rate for pECVD films may

imply that these films have a low density and low compressive stress t4.lSl.
However, within the resolution of the analytical techniques used, no change
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in composition and structure of the films with thickness could be found, at

least for the thickness range form 120 Ã to 1000,Ä, in this investigation.

Figure 4. l2 shor,vs that the film thickness is linearly proportional to the

deposition time, yielding a deposition rate of 8 Å per min, independent of

film thickness. The FTIR results also show that there is no cletectable

dil'ference in the Si-O stretching absorption band (at 1060 cm-l) between

filrns ol'dilTerent thicknesses, ancl that the absorbance at this band is

linearly proportional to l'ilm thicl<ness. 1'ollor,ving the Larntrert-Bcxrgmer's

lar,r, as shorvn in Fi_g. 4. 13. This larv is given b¡, [4. l9l:

A = loglri(l 
"ll) - 0.434 ct,,,r,, (cl - x.) (-t r )

where A is the absorbance, I,, ancl I are the incident and transrnittecl light

intensities, respectively, Gupp is the apparent absorption coefficient, x" is the

thickness of the native oxide layer on the silicon sudace which is assumecl

to be zero, and d is the thickness of the SiO2film. The apparent absorption

coefficient deduced from Fig.4.13 is about l.5xl0+cm-l which is smaller

than the value o,r 334x10a cm-r for thermal oxides ti.4.z0). The FTIR

spectrum for samples after PMA has also been measured. No detectable

difference in IR spectrum between the samples as deposited and those after

PMA was found indicating that PMA at a temperature of 400 'C for 30

minutes may anneal out some defects at the SiO2/Si interface, but does not

cause any change in the composition and structure of the films.

At applied fields below the threshotd field for the FN tunneling

injection, the bulk SiOz can be considered approximately free of trapped

charge. The general shape of the C-V characteristics (Plotted in C-F

where F is the average applied field which is equal to the applied gate
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voltage divided by the oxide thickness) are practically independent of film
thickness as shown in Fig. 4.14. The curves \,vere plotted in C-F rather

than C-V mainly for the convenience of the comparison of filrns with

different thicknesses. The difference in minirnum capacitance is due to the

difference in nortnalized SiOz capacitance r,vhich is inversely relatecl to film
thickness. The flat band voltage as measLrred I'rom these high freqLrency C-

V (HF C-V) curves shotvs a shift toward negative values. By assuming that

this shil't is c¿rused rnzrinly by the work l'unction clil'ference ancl the positive

oxide l'ixed chzrr-9e, it is estimated that the positive oxicle fixecl charge is

atroLrt l0l I q cm-2. 1'he cluasi-static C-V (QS C-V) characteristics rvere alsc:

lTleasttred. 1-ypical resLrlts I'or tlvc'r clil'lèrent liln-r thiclcìesses ¿rre show¡ ilt

Fig. 4. 15. Again, they do not appear to be thickness dependent. The

positive oxide fixed charges (Qf) and the clensities of intelface traps (D¡¡)

deduced from HF C-V and QS C-V results for different film thicknesses

are given inTable4.2. Within the Iimit of the accuracy in deterrnining the

values of these parameters, both Qr and D¡¡ can be considered to be

practically independent of film thickness.

Figure 4.16 shows the I-V characteristics for various SiOz film
thicknesses measured using a linear voltage ramp at the rate of 0.2

MV/cmisec with the aluminum gate electrode biased at positive polarity. It
can be seen that the Fowler-Norheim (FN) injection of electrons from the

n-Si starts af an average field of 5.0 - 5.5 MV/cm and the I-v
characteristics follow the FN tunneling relation þ.211until the onset of the

space charge limitation. The threshold field for the onset of this limitation

increases with increasing film thickness. This phenomenon suggests that
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Table 4.2. Yalues of oxide fixecl charge density, Q¡, ancl interface trap density, D¡¡,

cleduced from C-V characteristics for various Si02 film thicknesses, d.

Sam¡rle d(A) Qr (q cm-2) Dtr (cm-2 eV-l)

TDOI 120 t.42X1}to l.-5x t0l I

'fD02 235 l.t2xt0ll -5.0x t0l I

1'D04 480 6.20X I 010 2.4X10t t

TDO.5 84.5 .t.l6X l0l I 6.0X l0l I

'[D07 966 4.80X t0 il

46

Figure 4.1.6.

8 l0 124 6 I 10 124 6 I 10 124 c 8 l0 t2

Average Applied Fietd (MV/cm)

current-voltage characteristics (plotted in current as a function of
average applied electric field) for sio2 film thickness: (a) lz0 A, þ) 240
Å, (") 480 Ä, and (d) S45 Å.
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the motion of the injected electrons in the SiO2 bulk is mainly controlled by

their interaction with the lattice rather than with the traps in the forbidden

gap of the SiOz bulk 14.221. This also implies that the injectecl elecrrons

rnay travel quite a distance before being effectively trapped. At any

heterojunction between two difïerent rnaterjals, there always exists an

intelface Iayer causecl either by the misrnatch between the trvo material

surfàces, or by the 1àbrication process or the stress. While much attention

has been devoted to the SiO2/Si interface, the efl'ect ol'the SiO2/metal

interl'ace is hardly Inentioned in the literature. In practice, n,ater in the

l'orlr ol' an hydroxyl grolrp can lre strongly bouncl to the Si ato6s ç¡ the

oxide sttrl'ace and this hydroxyl -grolrp rvill react r,vith Al procluci¡g

hydrogen and forming aluminum oxides |t4.231 and hence an interface

layer. It is believed that in the SiO2/Al interface layer there erre deep

electron traps. Some of the electrons moving towarcl the aluminum anode

will be trapped there forming a negative trapped charge which then retards

the on-coming electrons thus gradually increasing their interaction with
bulk traps. In other words, the bulk traps in the SiOz film are gradually

filled starting from the anode towards the cathode. As the current and

hence the trapping rate increase, an internal field rapidly builds up which

tends to suppress the field towards the cathode and to enhance the field
toward the anode as shown in Fig. 4.17. When the trapped electron charge

builds up to a certain level, it begins to significantly affect the current

injection, and the I-V characteristics start to deviate from the trN relation.

The trapped charge is more effective in suppressing the field, and hence the

electron injection at the injecting contact, for a given trapped charge

quantity located close to the contact.
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By taking the location of the cathode surface (the electron-injecting

contact) at x = 0 and that of the anode (Al gate electrode) at x = d, the

centroid, xo, of the trapped electron charge should be located at the same

position as the first sheet of trapped electron charge near the anode. As the

trapped electrotr charge builds up sheet by sheet toward the electron

injecting colttact, the centroid, x,r, also moves towarcl the electron injecting

contact; i.e. xo decreases because it is clefined as:

fu fu

fl rr(x) r cN $ Otrl * ,tt
1,,= J1r. - Jr, (,+.2)la

fl o(x) clx

Ju

rvhere p(x) is the trappecl charge density at x and e is the total

space charge in the oxide. 'fhe internal field created by such a

charge is given by 14.241:

p,"=*(, r"o)

trapped

trapped

(4.3)

where eo* is the permitivity of the Sioz film. For the same quantity of e,
the thinner is the sample the smaller the value of xo/d and hence the higher

the value of Fin. On the basis of the above argument about the build up of

trapped space charge, the trapped space charge effect is greater for a thin

sample than for a thick one. This is why the threshold field for the onset

of the deviation from the FN tunneling relation (or the onset of the space

charge limitation) increases with increasing film thickness as shown in Fig.

4.t6. For thick samples such as 845 Å, the threshold field for the onset of

the breakdown process may be lower than that for the onset of space

charge limitation for that particular voltage ramp rate used. In this case
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the I-V characteristics follow the FN tunneling relation right up to the

breakdowrl field. For thin samples such as that of 120 Ã the bulk traps

tnay have been almost cornpletely filled prior to the onset of the breakdown

process during the first cycle of the ramp voltage stressing. In order to

study the dielectric behavior in some detail, the I'ollowing experirnental

procedure was used to reveal the elTect of' the appliecl high electl.ic stress

on the I-V and C-V characteristics. First, a high-frequency C-V curve for
a virgin MOS capacitor device w¿rs t¿rken and then the clevice lv¿is stressecl

witlr the l'irst cycle of' voltage rarxp at 0.2 MV/crnisec until it reachecl ¿r

predeterrninecl level at about B-9 MV/cn-r (close to the breakclown field) ancl

thell helcl there lor l0 seconds. 'l-he stress was then releasecl ancl the Cl-V

ctlrve was ilnlnediately measured, and follorved by u second cycle of
voltage ratnp stressing. 'Ihis procedure \,vas repeated several times. The I-

V and the corresponding C-V characteristics for the SiOzfilrn of 120 Å are

shown in Fig. 4.18, and those for the Sioz filrns of 845 Å ure shown in

Fig. 4. 19. For thin samples such as 120 Ã, there is a stretch-out in the C-V
curve after the first cycle indicating that the interface trapped charge plays

an important role in both the I-V and the C-V characteristics. There is no

shift in either the I-V or the flat band of the C-V curves after the second

stress cycle indicating that the bulk traps may have been almost completely

filled during the first cycle of ramp voltage stressing, and that further

stress does not increase the trapped charge even with the stress time

increased from 10 sec to I min for each cycle as shown in Fig. 4.1g.
However, the situation for thicker samples such as 845 Å is quite different.

In this case, the I-V curves shift toward higher voltage and C-V curves

shift towards the positive gate voltage direction after each stress cycle
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indicating that the higher or the longer the application of the high electric

stress, the more the negative space charge builds up in the bulk of the SiOz

as shown in Fig. 4.19. The amount of the negative space charge that can

build up in SiOz depends not only on the total time of applied electric

stressing but also on the electric stress. For lovv electric stresses such as 6

MV/cm, the high frequency C-V curve shifis only afterthe f irst l0 seco¡cls

of electric stressing and then remains unchangecl upon further stressing as

shorvn in Fig. 4.20 (a). However, l'or higher electric stresses s¡ch as 8.-5

MV/cln the C-V ctlrve shifts l'urther toward positive gate vclltage ¿rs shovvn

in Fig. 4.20(b). If'the bull< trap concentration is clistrit-¡utecl unif'orrlly in
space, the total uumber ol'tt'aps is larger for a thick sarnple th¿in 1'or a thin

one. It is likely that the bulk traps are not completely filled al'ter the first
c),cle of the ramp volta,ee stressing. The function of the applied hi_gh

electric stress is to increase the electron injection and the trzrp-fillin_e.

From these results it is difficult to know even under a long period of high

electric stress whether all the bulk traps are filled or whether any new

traps are created by the hot injected electrons. By assuming that for the

120 Ã samples, all the traps are filled during the first cycle of the voltage

ramp stressing, the current ledge shown in Fig.4.18 gives the bulk trap

concentration of 1014cm-3 which is small. However, based on the flat band

shift shown in Fig. 4.I9 for the 845 Å samples the bulk trap concentration

could be 10t6 cm-3. Comparison of these two values, suggests that further

stress may not only enhance electron injection and trap filling but may also

create new traps [4.25]. The present experimental work does not provide

enough evidence about new trap creation by hot electrons. However, it
may be speculated that each electron-trapping event will evolve an energy

of the order of 2-5 eV depending on the trap energy levels. This energy,
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if not converted to light emission, will be dissipated in the material by the

breaking of bonds and hence the creation of defects or traps 14.261. By
observing the breakdown size on the SiO2 surface at the gate after the

removal ol'the alttminutn electrode under a microscope of rnagnification

X400, the average size of the breakdown channel has been estimatecl to be

¿ibout 2-10 prrn in diarneter. It is most likely that l'or carrier injection

from the electrodes at fielcls higher than the injection threshold fielcl, the

electric condttcticln is filarnentary because the electrocle surface is ¡ot
microsco¡tically iclentical in asperity and surface conclition fronr clornain tcr

clomailt. 'fhtrs. there rnay be one or rrìore micro-regions in r,vhich the

¡rotential barl'ier has a profile rrore I'avorable 1'or carricr iniection tha¡ i¡
other regions 14.27, 4.281. Furthermore, the material itself is never

lnicl'oscopically homogeneous. Thus, the current density is clefinitely not

uniforln. Supposing that the current filament rvhich leads to f inal

destructive breakdown is the filarnent carrying the majority of the total

current, then the current density of this filament can be estirnated. For the

filament size of 10 pm in diameter, the current density may reach l0
Alcmz for the total current of 10-6 A. The energy stored in the filament at

the current corresponding to an average field of 9 MVicm is approximately

equal to 90 MW/cm3. This is an enormous energy far more than the

energy required to cause thermal instability. It is believed that destructive

breakdown is initiated by thermal destruction and followed by impact

ionization leading to a sharp increase in current at the breakdown field.

There is no evidence of impact ionization prior to the occurrence of
thermal instability. Thermal destruction is the way to open up some local

micro-regions to provide large mean free paths for the electrons to

accelerate to energies greater than the band gap (9.0 - 9.5 eV) and to cause
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irnpact ionization. Figure 4.21 shows that the average breakdown strength

decreases with increasing film thickness. A similar phenornenon has been

observed in thermal oxides L4291and other dielectric materials t4.301. Heat

transfer is easier for thin samples than thick ones. This can be considered

as one of the factors responsible for the decrease of breakdown strength as

the film thickness increases l4.3ll. The I-V curve is dependent on the

voltage ramp rate as shown in Fig. 4.2I. The lower is the voltage ramp

rate the lower the breakdown field. Since the thermal run away effect is
proporrional to fvçt¡ R(t) dt, where R(r) is rhe conducrion filamenr

resistance, and both R(t) and I(t) are time dependent, the critical field or

the critical current density for the onset of thermal instability is lower for
the lower ramp rate as expected. For a fixed ramp rate, the effect of the

oxide trapped space charge, which creates an internal field opposite against

the applied field, is greater for the thin samples than for the thick ones at a
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given applied field as discussed above. This can be considered as another

factor responsible for the decrease in the average breakdown strength with

increasing film thickness. It should be noted that when the volume of the

negative trapped space charge for thick samples reaches a value high
enough to increase the field at the anode to such a level that the potential

barrier becomes sufficiently narrow for effective tunneling of holes from
the anode, then double injection ensues t4.3zl. Although the mobility of
holes in Sioz is very small, hole injection provides a channel for
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recombination. Several investigators have observed that after the

application of high electric stress, the I-V curve rnay show a negative

differential conductance and the C-V ctrrve tends to shift to negative

voltage 1t4.331 and that under hi-eh field stress there is light emissiol 14.341.

Double injection provides an alternative, though speculative, explanation

Ibr these phenomena.

4"5. The effects of clc biasing to the SSEC

In chapter 3, it rv¿rs shotvn that the SSE(,- can ell'ectively suppress

chargecl pzrrticles progressin-9 towirrcls the processing chalnber if'the SSEC

is properly biased rvith a dc voltage. The schernatic diagrar¡ çf'the SSITCI

is shorvrl in Fig. 3.3(b) ol' chapter 3. Without a clc bias, the potential

created by the plasrna volulne at the front wall of the SSEC at a constant

gas flow of l0 sccrrì of NzO is negative with respect to the screening mesh

ground as shown in Fig. 4.23. The negative potential at the front wall

causes positive ions to move from the plasrna volume towards the SSEC.

The potential at the back wall under the same non-biasing condition is

positive with respect to the screen mesh ground. Thus, the total internal

potential between the front wall and the back wall is about 4 y af the gas

pressure of 10-3 torr. The internal potential drives the positive ions

through the SSEC and guides them along the central line toward the

substrates. This potential decreases with increasing gas pressure because

the mean free path of the charged particles in the plasma decreases, thus

decreasing the probability of impact ionization and hence decreases the

number of charged particles. However, for most ECR microwave pECVD

operations the gas pressure used is about l0 -20 x 10-3 torr. Within this
pressure range, the internal potential between the front wall and the back
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wall is about 2.5 - 4.0 V.

The floating potential has been measured using a tungsten probe at a
point 5 cm from the back wall. Atzero bias the floating potential is 0.135

V and positive with respect to grouncl indicating that there is a certain

nltmber ol' positive iotrs entering the processing chamber and possibly
l¡ombarding the substrates and the on-gror,ving films during pECVD. In
order to reduce the positive ions passing through the SSEC ancl f-lowi¡g

totvard the strbstrzìtes, clc bias \,\/as appliecl to the lì-ont w¿rll ancl the lracl<

w¿ill. -tr-hc negatively biasecl front r,vall tcncls to attract positil,e i6¡s tou,arcl

it, but r'r'hen the ions enter the SSITC, the l'ield in thc region betr,r,eell the

1'ront wall and the central screening rnesh tends to block thern fiorn passin_q

through the screening lnesh. However, sorre ions rnzry leal< through to
reach the back r,vall. Becattse the back wall was also negatively biased, it
was difficrrlt for the positive ions passing through the SSEC to travel far
away from the back wall. This is why, with the front wall and the back

wall negatively biased with respect to ground, the floating positive potential

with respect to ground decreases with increasing magnitude of the negative

bias as shown in Fig. 4.24. This indicates that the number of positive ions

reaching the probe decreases under such a biasing condition. Furthermore,

the negatively biased back wall also tends to reduce the kinetic energy of
the impinging positive ions toward the substrates. Without bias, the

floating potential is about + 0.135 V with respect to ground. Although this

internal potential seems very small, it may create a field as high as 10

MV/cm inside the on-growing SiO2 film when the thickness of the film is
still thin, say 15 Å. Such a high field occuring during the initial srage of
the film growth may cause electrical breakdown, Ieading to damage of the
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bLrll< tlaps concentration as

The SiO2/Si systems with SiO2 films grown at 20 x l0-3 torr under

various bias voltages have been studied. It can be seen from Fig. 4.25 that
the D¡¡ and Qox decrease with increasing negative bias voltage. It should be

noted that various biasing conditions have been tested, such as positive bias

for the front wall and negative bias for the back wall, positive bias for the

front wall as well as for the back wall etc. However, none would improve

the behavior of the SiO2/Si system. Only the bias condition with both the

front and the back walls negatively biased with respect to ground tends to

improve D¡1 and Qo* levels. Although the effect of biasing is not very

significant, the experiment shows that positive ion bombardment on the

substrates and the on-growing films cause damages. It should also be noted
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that the SSEC itself without bias reduces significantly the number and the

energy of impinging energetic particles frorn bombarding the substrates

and the on-growing SiO2 filrns, and hence irnproves the behavior of the

SiO2/Si systems.
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The Effects of ECR. microwave Flasma Radiation on
the Charges and Defecrs iq SiOz-Si Systems

The elrects of racliatior crue to -qarrrÌìa rays [5.1] , X_rays ls.zl.
cltergetic electl'cllls I5.31 anctr ion lrealns [5..11, on tlte bohaviol,ol-N,{OS
systcrns have l¡een extensivel¡, str¡cliecl although lnost of the sruclics arc

related to the IVIOS devices trsed in space ol" nuclear reactor. e¡r,il.onrno¡ts.

However, the efTects of radiation clue to these sources are similar, rvhich
catlse rnainly an increase in both the bLrlk trappecl charges ancl the SiO2/Si
interface trapped charges. It is anticipatecl that the electron-hole pairs
generated in the SiOz bulk during radiation are the main particles to cause

the increase of such charges [5.51. In the case of Mos systems, which are

biased positively at the gate electrodes during radiation due to the floating
potential, the electrons generated in the SiOz bulk can easily drift through
the oxide toward the positive gate electrode, while the holes, because of
their low mobility, may react with the vacant oxygen sites in the si-si
bonds, creating E' centers and hence positively trapped charges in the SiOz
bulk [5.6-5.8]. The creation of E' center and positively trapped charge is a
reversible reaction process t5.91; for example, electrons approaching E'
centers may react with them neutralizing the positively trapped charges.

Regarding the interface traps created by radiation, there are several schools

of thought. one is the trapped hole model [5.10]. wirh rhis model, the
radiation-generated holes are simply trapped at the SiO2/Si interface
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forming interface traps. One rnodel is based on the assumption that the

radiation-generated holes react with Si-OH bonds in the SiOz bulk releasilg

hydrogen ions(H+), which then drift towarcls the intedace [5. ] I l. These

H+ ions will then react with Si-H bonds and electrons from Si to form Si-

dan-gling boncls (interface traps), and neutral atornic or molecular

hydrogen. Another moclel is the boncl strain graclient (BSG) lnoclel. Based

on this rnodel the oxygen dangling bond tends to propagate in the clirection

of increasing strairt. Once this lroncl ¿rrrives at the interlace. it encounters

Si centers ancl becornes trapped there f'orrnin-g an interlace trap.

I'he recent trelld o1' usiug rnicror,r,ave plasr-na processing f'or the

l'abric¿rtion of MOS clevices has raised a new concerns about the plasrna

radiation effects on the devices. Several investigators l5.lZ-5.131 have

reported that MOS devices undergo degradation dr"rring the plasma etching

process, particularly for devices with oxide thicknesses below 200 Å.

However, the plasma radiation effects on the SiO2 films and the SiO2/Si

interfaces during plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (pECVD)

have not yet been studied. It is known on the basis of several years'

experience on microwave plasma processing that plasma radiation causes

deterioration in the PECVD SiOz films and SiOz/Si interfaces [5.14]. In-

situ study of such effects in on-growing sio2 films is impossible. The

viable way of studying such radiation effects is to simulate the radiation

effects due to microwave plasmas during PECVD by using thermally

grown SiO2 films on Si substrates to form SiO2/Si systems and to study the

changes of the behavior of such systems after being exposed to microwave

plasmas. It is hoped that this simulation study may shed some light on the

radiation damage in MOS systems.
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5.1. Experimental

The MOS capacitors used in this study were fabricated using the

thermal oxidation process. Prior to loading, a drop of HCI was dropped on

the ernpty boat which would be used later for holdin-e the Si wafers. This

boat was then placed imrnediately inside the hot zone of the c¡uartz tube

which had been heated to a temperature of I 100"C. Afier that, the cluartz

tttbe was flushed with Oz gas for about 30 minutes. This is an irnportant

step based on experience because r,r,ith this purging the concelltrations of'

charges attd clef'ects are significzrntly reducecl. trn l'act, ¿r sirnilal result

abotlt the e1Ïect ol'HCll has been reportecl by Hashilnoto ct al 15.l5l. The

stlbstrates \,vere n-type, <100> oriented, 2-4 ohllt-cln silicon w¿if'ers. AI'ter

tlre wafers were cleaued by the RCA methocl 15.16l with 17.5 x l0o ohm-

crn de-ionized \,vater, they were then dipped into a recluced HF:H2C

soltttion (l:100) to remove the native oxide before being placed in the boat.

The boat was then placed in the hot zone of the quartz tube which was at

I I00'C and the SiOz films were thermally grown on the Si wafer surfaces

in dry oxygen to the desired thicknesses, the film growth rate being 25 

^min-r. After the film growth, the quartztube was pulled out of the hot

zone and allowed to cool slowly outside the furnace. The time required for

the sample to cool down to room temperature was about 30 minutes. No

further post annealing was performed. After the SiOz films on the back

side of the wafers were removed by HF etch, an aluminum electrode was

blanket-deposited on the surface of the silicon side for each wafer by

thermal evaporation. The samples were then divided into two groups. One

group was named the 'Osrr group which remained unaltered with only Al
back electrodes, while the other group was named the "MoS" group in

which Al electrodes of 5x10-z cm2 in area each were vacuum deposited on
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top of the SiOz sttdaces through a shadow mask to form MOS capacitors

by thermal evaporation. The MOS group was further divided into three

sub-groups, namely; (a) MOS capacitors as fabricated without any further

treatment, (b) MOS capacitors subjected to post-metalization annealing

(PMA) at 400 oC in fbrming gas ( l0 u/o of H2 in Nz) for 30 rnin, and (c)

MOS czrpacitors covered r,vith a shador,v Cu mask of 0.5 rnrn in thickr-ress

having the opening rvindorvs fbr AI gate electrodes to protect the Si02

region. 'I'hese three sub-grc-rups were narned "MoS". "pMAMOS", ancl

"MASKMOS" l'or (a)" (b), (c), respectivelr, ¿rs shown in Fig. 5.1. For e¿rch

run ¿ì set ol sarnples including OS, MOS, PMAMOS, and MASKMOS rvas

sub.iectecl to radiation procluced by a llicrorvave plasrna of N2O in thc

plasma charnber. The microvvave ECR plasrna system used to produce

plaslnas has been described elsewhere l5.l4l. All experiments were

performecl at the same plasma parameters which were: microwave

freqtrency: 2.45 GHz, microwave power absorption: 6 w, N2o gas flow
rate: l0 sccm, gas pressure: 2xr0-z torr, and total exposure time: 30

minutes. Four temperatures for samples during plasma radiation were

used, namely, 30oC, 100oC, 200"C, and 300'C. plasma of NzO gas was

chosen for this study because it was the gas that was used in the fabrication

of microwave ECR PECVD SiOz films t5.141. To characterize the samples

before and after radiation, high frequency (1 MHz) and quasi-static

capacitance-voltage (C-V) measurements were used. The overall flow
chart of the experimental set up and measurement steps is shown in Fig.

5.2. All measurements were performed at room temperature (22 "C). For

the determination of the oxide trapped charge, the charge centroid is

assumed to be located near the SiO2/Si interface for the case prior to the

plasma radiation, and located near the middle of the SiOz film for the case
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SiO2 Surface Al Electrode

sio2
n-Si
AI

Thick Cu Mask

(c)

Figurc 5.tr. Device configLrrations lbr plasma racli¿rtion ex¡reriments. (a) OS samplc lvith
only Al electrocle on the Si surface, (b) MOS or PMAMOS sample rvith Al
electrodes on both the Si ancl SiO2 surfaces, ancl (c) MASKMOS sample-
san'ìe as (b) but with a thick Cu mask to ¡rrevent the racliation lrom
penetrating into the Si02 regions.

Figure 5.2. Flow chart of the experimental set-up and measurement steps.
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after plasrna radiation. The work function difference between the

aluminum electrode and silicon is assumed to be -0.28 eV.

5.2. Model of plasrna radiation effects on the Mos systerns

When MOS system is subjected to plasma radiation, particles such as

electrons, ions and photons created in the plasma will react with the systern.

For the MoS systern with the Sioz film f'abricared by pECVD, the on-

grorving SiOz l'ilm as well the SiO2/Si interface rnay continue bei¡g

subjectecl to plasma racliation during the l'ilm grorvth process. In this

lnodel, an ideal oxide-silicon unit prior to the ¡tlasma r¿rcliation h¿is treen

ttsed ¿tnd is shotvn in Fig. 5.3(A). It is assurned that this unit has no oxicle

I'ixed charge and interlàce trappec{ char-ge. When such an icleal CS unit is

exposed to plaslna radiation, electror-ls, because of their high rnobility, will
l'irst arrive at the SiOz surface and rest there creating a floatin-q potential

across the SiOz fihn, which may reach l7 - z0 v although the average

kinetic energy of the electron is about 3.8 eV Ll.ljl. These electrons

resting on the SiO2 sutface will create a depletion region in the n-type Si as

shown in Fig. 5.3(B). The width of the deplerion region W6 depends on

the number of electrons on the SiOz surface. As time goes on, high energy

electrons and photons from the plasma will penetrate into the SiOz. Some

of the penetrated electrons are trapped in the SiOz bulk creating negative

oxide trapped charge and some may reach the SiOz-Si interface creating

traps and being trapped there. The UV photons are generally absorbed

near the SiOz surface [5.18-5.19] and they will produce electron-hole pairs

as well as break the strained Si-O bonds. The broken strained bond may

then trap an electron by the silicon dangling bond, or capture a hole by the

oxygen dangling bond. According to the bond-strain gradient model [5.19,
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5.201the silicon dangling bond stays at its original site, while the oxygen

dangling bond tends to propagate in the direction of increasing strain.

Since the strain is highest at the SiO2-Si interface, this implies that rhe

oxygen dangling bond tends to propagate toward the interface to interact

r'vith Si there to fortn an ittterface trap. At the salrìe time, uncler the

influence ol'the internal electric fielcl, electrons ,generated by the r¿rcliation

rvill rnove tow¿rrd the anode (n-Si) rvhile holes tend to rrìo\/e towarcl the

cathocle (Sif)2 surfàce). Because ol' their lc-rrv mobility. sorne holes rvill be

trappecl inside the SiO2 lrulk to l'onn positive trappecl charges. ]'hese

positive trappecl charges then screen out thc el'1ècts of the electro¡s o¡ the

Si()2 sttrl'ace, thtrs reducing the f ield tow¿rrd the SiOz-Si interface. This

calrses the depletiorr region width to decrease as shown in Fi-e. 5.3(C).

When the nttmber of positive trappecl charge in the SiO2 bulk becornes

sufficiently high, they could drive the OS unit from its depletion rnode to

an acctlmulation mode as shown in Fig. 5.3(D). Under this accumulatio¡

mode condition, holes generated by the radiation may move towards the

SiOz/Si interface and be trapped there to form interface trapped charges.

Based on this model, it is expected that the thicker the SiO2 film, the more

will be the positive trapped charge in the SiO2 bulk and the higher will be

the interface trap density. In the following, some experimental results

which are in good agreement with this model are presented.

5.3. Results and discussion

Prior to plasma radiation exposure, the MOS devices were first
characterized by capacitance-voltage (C-V)measurements. The average

value of the interface trap density (D¡,) for MOS devices after an initial

PMA treatment varied from 5x10s to 2x10t0 eV-r cm-2 as the oxide
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thickness increased from 228 Ã to 941 Å. A similar thickness dependence

has been reported by Nicollian and Brews [5.211. The average value of
the oxide trapped charge (Qo,) for MOS devices after an initial pMA

treatment varies from l.5xl0ll Qcrn-z (negative) to l.5xl0r0 q cn-2
(negative) as the oxide thickness increases from 228 

^ 
ß 941 Å. These

negative charges are introduced by metaliz¿ttion and initial PMA treatment.

During the PMA treatment at 400 oC, electrons I'rom the n-Si substrate are

introdttced into the oride bulk [5.221. Thus. not only are the positive

char-9es ori-ginally presetrt in the oxide bulk clue to excess oxygen species

trear the interlàce dtrring the oxidation process [5.231 neutralizecl [r¡, ¡þs

ne-Qative electron char-9es, but an excessive amount of' negative char_ges is

also accttrnulated. Pric-rr to plasrna radiation exposure, MOS devices vvere

heated at ternperatures up to 300 "C (below the PMA temperature which is

400 'C) for about 30 min, and then the C-V rrìeasurerìents were carried

out at room ternperature itr order to check whether such low temperatures

(<300 oC) rvould affect the values of D¡¡ and Qo¡. The results show that D;¡

and Q61 are practically unaffected by the heat treatment at temperatures

below 300 "C. In the following, the effects of device temperature during

plasma radiation exposure on the radiation-induced defects and charges in

annealed MOS devices (PMAMOS) will be reported. In this case, although

the device temperatures used for the experiment are below 300 oC, it was

found that the radiation effects are strongly dependent on device

temperature during radiation. It is therefore important to ensure that prior

to the radiation exposure, the values of D¡1 and Qol are consistent for all

MOS devices, and these values will be called the Pre-irradiation values as

the references for comparison purposes. Table 5.1 gives the values of D¡¡
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Table 5.1. The pre-irradiation values of D¡¡ and Qo¡ prior to plasma racliation exposLrre.

Before PMA After initial PMA

Oxicle

Thickness (A) 288 94t 228 941

D¡reV-l cm-2 3.-5 x l0l I 2.0 x 101 I -5.0 x l0e 2.0 x l0lo
Q,rr (qcrn-2) +.18x l0lr + 6.0 x l0lo 1.5 x I0ll l.-5 x l0ll

arlcl Qor r,vhich ¿ìrt: consistent l'or all clevices in this investigation.

5"3"Í. Radiatiom effects on the intenface tnap density

The ef'l'ects ol'plasrna radiation on the value of D;¡ fbr the fbur device

configttratiolts with various Si02 filrn thicknesses and also the effects of

Post-irradiation f inal PMA (Annealin-q after radiation treatment) have been

studied. The results are shown in Fi_e. 5.4. It can be seen that D¡¡ always

increases with increasing oxide thickness (do*) for all four device

configr-rrations. The D¡¡-do* curves for devices after radiation follow a

simple power law (D¡¡ a då*) with n varying from 0.3 to 0.6. A similar

power law dependence but with n of 0.5-Z has been reported for high

energy radiation such as Co60 and gamma rays [5.24,5.261with energies

extending to the MeV range. The lower value of n for microwave plasma

radiation may be due to its low energies (<50 eV). By comparing the

results with the pre-irradiation values of D¡¡, it can be seen that the plasma

radiation has created a large quantity of defects at the interface. These

results are consistent with those for the MOS devices with the oxide
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fabricated by PECVD, which always have a large value of Dit because

such MOS devices have already been subjected to llzO plasma radiation

during the deposition of SiO2 films.

As has been mentioned in the last section, the radiation effects are

mainly due to UV penetration into the SiO2 bulk and the interface, which

generates electron-hole pairs and breaks strained Si-O bonds. The thicker

the oxide, the greater the number of electron-hole pairs and broken

strained bonds generated. Furthermore, a thicker oxide has a relatively

larger strain gradient toward the interface [5.3, 5.20, s.2'7,5.2s). This

leads to the experimental fact that MOS devices with a thicker oxide have

more radiation induced interface traps. Of the four device configurations,

CtB

,1,
D
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the PMAMOS sample has been subjected to an initial PMA treatment.

Therefore, this sample has fewer strained bonds and hence a fewer number

of bonds susceptible to breakage upon ionizing radiation, and therefore

fewer defects rnigrating to the interface to form interface traps. This is
rvhy the PMAMOS sarnple has the lowest D¡¡ after radiatio¡. The OS,

MOS, and MASKMOS sarnples were not subjected to ¿rn initial PMA

treattneltt, and these samples are expectecl to have a higher collcentration ol'

strairlecl bonds. The OS sample has a slightly higher D¡¡ than the PMAMOS

szilnple. It is likely that without the top electrcldes on the SiOz surf-¿rcc.

ertergetic particles, such as electrons with ener'gy E. >7 eV. rvoulcl easily

petretrate illto the SiOz bulk. These penetrated electrolls coulcl be tl'appecl

to l'orln a negative trapped charge tending to act as a screen to suppress

further electrou penetratiou. The penetrated electrons may react with E'

centers converting thern to neutral species. This rnay be the reason why the

oS samples have a Dit lower than the MoS and the MASKMOS sarnples.

The MASKMOS samples have not only the Al electrodes covering part of
the SiOz surfaces but also have a thick Cu mask covering the remaining of
the SiO2 surface to eliminate the penetration of energetic particles. It can

be expected, therefore, that the MOS samples have the highest and the

PMAMOS samples the least radiation-created D¡¡.

For all device configurations shown in Fig. 5.1, the value of D¡1

created by plasma radiation always decreases with increasing device

temperature during radiation for temperatures up to about 200 oC

regardless of the oxide thickness as shown in Figs. 5.5 and 5.6. This

phenomenon implies that the radiation effects involve two competing

processes, one is the defect generation process and the other is the
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annihilation process. The main cause for the damage is the plasma-

generated vacuum UV light as has been discussed in the previons section.

The UV Iight can penetrate through the aluminum electrocle into the SiOz

bulk and the SiO2-Si interface, thus creating interface traps. As the device

temperatttre increases, the thermal anneerling process becomes irnportant. It
tends to ¿rnnihilate the delècts generated by the radiation. Accordin_9 to the

recombination enhancecl defect reaction (REDR) rnodel 15.2gl, the

recombinatiott cll' excess electrons ¿utcl exccss holes via clelect celtters

releases a sttbstanti¿tl arnoturt ol' cnergy rvhich can c¿tlrse excitatioll ol' the

vitrratiollal states ol'the de1'ects. This rvoLlld in turn enhance the del'ect

re¿rctions sLtch as dil'fusion, dissociatioll ¿uld annihilatiou of' defects. The

higher the device tetnperature during radiation, the ûìore effective are the

reactions causing the annihilation to overricle the generation of clefects.

This is why D¡¡ decreases with increasing clevice temperature during

radiation for device temperatures up to Z0O.C.

As the device temperature increases beyond 200 "C, Dit starts to

increase with increasing device temperature as shown in Figs. 5.5 and 5.6.

This reverse trend may be attributed to the possibility that for temperatures

larger than 200 "C, the defect generation process becomes more dominant

than the defect annihilation process. It is likely that the higher the

temperature the easier is the breaking of the Si-O bonds and the movement

of radiation-generated electrons and holes. This tends to enhance defect

generation and to nullify the defect annihilation process, and possibly the

traps created are deeper traps at higher device temperatures.

For the four device configurations there is no significant difference in
the rate of the decrease in the value of D¡1 with respect to the change of the
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device temperature during radiation in the temperature range of 20-200
oC, but this rate becomes more drastic for devices with a thicker oxide as

shown in Fig. 5.6. This can be attributecl mainly to a larger strain gradient

for the devices with a thìcker oxide. It should be noted that mobile

hydrogen species present in the oxide would be enhanced by the thelnal

activation and become lrìore effective in passivating the broken bond

defects to I'orrn SiH or SiOH bonds. This will reduce the potential trap

sites to forln the illterface trapped chalge at the interf'¿rce. Furtherrnore,

the large str¿rin gradient is ¿rlso responsible l'or hyclrclgen tralrs¡tort b¡,,

¿tcceleratirlg the hydrogen¿ltiort process. This rnay explailt also why D¡¡

clecreases so clr¿lstically rvith increasin-9 clevice teln¡leratures Ior sarnples

with a thick oxide.

Frotn Fi-et. 5.5 and 5.6 it can be seen that the post-irradiation final

PMA treattnent can anneal out most of the radiation-induced interface

traps. The valtle of D¡¡ is still slightly higher than its pre-irradiatio¡ value

(prior to radiation), particularly for the OS samples. The difference

between the value of D¡¡ after post-irradiation PMA treatment and that

prior to radiation increases as the device temperature during radiation is

increased, indicating that more deep traps are produced at elevated

temperatures, particularly at temperatures higher than 200 'c.

5.3.2. Radiation Effects on the Oxide Trapped Charge

The effects of plasma radiation on the value of Qot for the four device

configurations with various SiOz film thicknesses and also the effects of
post-irradiation final PMA treatment have been studied. The results are

shown in trig. 5.7. Of the four device configurations, the value of Qot after

radiation changes its polarity from a net negative charge to a net positive
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charge as the oxide thickness is increased for MoS and MASKMOS

samples, while Qo, is negative and the net negative charge decreases with

increasing oxide thickness for OS and PMAMOS samples. In fact, the

trend for all the four device configurations is consistent, that is, the net

radiation-incluced positive oxide charge increases r,vith increasing oxicle

thickness. The internal fielcl insicle the oxide due to the plasrna floating

potential rvhich cau be considered to be practically independent o1'oxicle

thickness, irtcrezìses rvith clecreasing oxicle thicl<ness. For clevices rvith ¿r

ihin oxicle (e.g. 228 i\), the electl'ical fielc'l insrcle thc oxicle under racli¿rtion

calr reach a valtte as high as 7-10 MVcm-l, ,uvhich can carlse electron

injection frolrr thc Al gzrte electrode to the clxide ancl subsec¡uently trzrppecl

by silicon dangling bonds cre¿rted by bond rupture durin_g radiation in the

oxide. This is why Qo, is negative when the oxide is thin. Furthe¡nore,

devices with a thin oxide have a srnall strain gradient and hence the broken

bonds have more chance to stay in the oxide bulk rather than to rnigrate to

the SiO2-Si interface leading to a high concentration of electron traps in the

SiOz bulk.

As the oxide thickness increases, the internal electric field during

radiation decreases. Thus, electron injection from the Al electrode may

drop significantly, but the radiation-generated electron-hole pairs

increases. In this case the number of holes trapped may become more

dominant and hence the net charge Q¡ becomes positive for PMAMOS

samples. Initial PMA treatment has removed most of positive net trapped

charge, so that during radiation, electrons injected from the Al electrode

under high internal fields become dominant. This is why et is large and

negative. For OS samples the high-energy electrons from the plasma can
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directly penetrate into the SiO2 bulk and then be trapped there. This is
why for oS samples, Qo¡ is large and negarive. Both the MoS and the

MASKMOS samples, which have not been subjected to the initial pMA

treatment, have a net positive trapped charge after radiation. However, the

value of Qot can be annealed out after a post irradiation final PMA

treatment as shown in Fig. 5.7(II).

Figures 5.8 and 5.9 show rhar for rhe Mos, pMAMos and

MASKMOS samples, the positive oxide trapped charge Qo¡ increases with

increasing device temperature during radiation, regardless of the oxide

thickness. According to Hughes [5.30, 5.31] both the electron and hole

mobilities are temperature dependent, and the hole mobility deceases much

faster than the electron mobility with increasing temperature. Thus as the

device temperature increases, the radiation-generated holes will be more
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readily be trapped in the SiOz bulk after the mobile electrons are driven

out, resulting in an increase of positive Qo,. For the oS sarnple, the net

negative oxide trapped charge Qo, is high because hot electrons from the

plasma can easily penetrate into the SiOz bulk and be trapped there. As the

device temperatttre increases, the radiation-generatecl electrons rnay be

easily driven out of the oxide and the holes lefi behincl may be trappecl to

form a positive trapped charge, but the number of such trapped holes may

not be lar-ge enough to ot,erride the number ol' electrolls alreacly trappecl

there. 'l'his is why the rtet uegative oxide trappecl charge decreases vvith

increasing device tellperature l¡ut the chan-ge is still not lerrge enoLrgh to

conr¡ert the net oxide trappecl charge fì'onl negative to positive.

Post-irradiation linal PMA treatrnent can atrneal out most of'

racliation-generated oxide-trapped charge as shown in Figs 5.8 and 5.9.

Again, the value of Qo, after the post irradiation final PMA is still higher

than the pre-irradiation value (prior to radiation), and the difference

between these two values increases as the device temperature is increased

implying that the PMA treatment can not remove the deeply oxide trapped

charge.
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(A)

Conclusions

On the basis of the work clescribed above, the lbllowing conclusions

drawlr:

The tsCtrì rnicrorryat,e CPPP systern used in conjr-rnction r,',,ith the SSEC

l'or deposition of thin l'ilrns at low temperatures h¿ls the l'ollor,r,in_9

1'eatrlres: :

( l) It suppresses e1'f'ectively

the on-growin-9 I'ilms

particles produced in the

the darnaging elTects on the substl'ates and

due to the bolnbarclment of energetic

plasrna durin_9 fi lrn cleposition.

(2) It suppresses effectively the upstream diffusion of the reactant gas

injected into the processing chamber to the plasma chamber, thus

avoiding the heterogeneous gas phase reaction in the plasma which

may produce micro-dust particles.

(3) It allows sufficient neutral activated species to diffuse in
downstream into the processing chamber for chemical reaction

with the reactant gas at the substrate surface, because with the

SSEC the substrate can be placed very close to the plasma region.

(4) Experimental results have shown clearly that the Sioz films

deposited using the ECR microwave plasma in conjunction with

the ssEC exhibit the physical and electronic properties

approaching those of high-quality thermal grown silicon dioxide.
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(B) The effects of deposition parameters on the properties of MOS systems

are as follows:

( I ) The deposition rate is more sensitive to the increase in gas pressure

than to the increase in gas-flow ratio. A high deposition rate is

alr,vays accompaniecl by a high electron trap concentration ancl

poor stoichiometry of the SiOz lilrns.

(2) Goocl quality SiO2 films can be deposited at a relative hi_sh

cleposition rate try l<eeping the gas-flovv r¿rtio ol' l0 (NzO:SiHa) ancl

the gas pressure rvithin 20-50 lntorr.

(3) 'fhe reactions in the ECR rnicror,vave PECVD process arc

heterogeneous aud chemical reaction ratc lirrrited at the substrate

surface with an activation energy of 0.035 eV.

(4) For cleposition ternperzrtures lower than 200 o(l, the filnrs are

silicon rich and all other properties are further deteriorated as the

deposition temperature is further decreased.

(5) At deposition temperatures higher than 250 oC, the deposition rate

become practically independent of the deposition temperature and

the films are stoichiometric.

(6) The SiOz films fabricated at 300 'C

and structure throughout the films for

of 100-1000 Å.

are uniform in composition

at least the thickness range

(C) The dependence of the behavior of the SiO2/Si system on the thickness

of SiOz films are as follows:

(1) The threshold field for the onset of the Fowler-Norheim (FN)

tunneling injection is about 5.0 - 5.5 MV/cm, independent of film

thickness, while the threshold field for the onset of space charge
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limitation (the onset of the deviation from the FN relation)

increases with increasing film thickness.

(2) The average breakdown strength decreases with increasing filrn

thickness, and also decreases with decreasing the applied voltage

ramp rate. 'fhis phenomenon may be attributable to the therrnal

instability and the sp¿ìce charge effect which lead to final

clestructi ve breakclown.

(3) There is no in-rpact ionization prior to breakclown.'fhe t-rreakclovvn

process is initiated ty therm¿rl instability ¿rncl lbllor,vecl by irn¡ract

ionization leacling to a sharp increase in cun'ent at the ltreakdorvll

l'ield.

(D) The effects of plasrna radiation on the SiOz films are as l'ollor,vs:

(l) The plasrna radiation darnage in MOS devices depends on the

thickness of the SiOz filrns. In general, the interface trap density,

D¡¡, increases with increasing SiO2 film thickness after plasma

radiation following a power law (D¡¡ G d3^) with n ranging from

0.3 to 0.6 for our MOS devices. The positive oxide trapped charge,

Qs1, also increases with increasing SiOz film thickness after plasma

radiation.

(2) The value of D¡¡ decreases with increasing device temperature

during plasma radiation for temperatures up to 200 "C. Beyond

200 "C, the trend is reversed; that is, the value of D¡¡ increases with

increasing device temperature. The value of positive Qo¡ also

increases with increasing device temperature during radiation.

(3) The radiation effects are mainly due to the vacuum ultraviolet

(UV) lights which penetrate into the SiOz bulk and the SiOz-Si
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interface creating electron-hole pairs and broken bonds in the SiOz

bulk and at the interface. These effects as well as the bond-strain

-Qradient tor,vard the interface coupled with the floating potential

across the SiOz film lead to the formation of charges and defects in

the SiO2 bulk ¿rnd at the interface.

(4) 'l-he strotrg el'fect o1' device ternperature during radiation on the

radiation indtrced clarnage indicates that there are two processes

tzrking place clLrrin-g radi¿rtion. one is the del'ect creatiolt ancl the

other is the clel'ect annihilation. 'fhus, the clegrec ol' racliation

clamttge can be reduced cluring the plaslna processing 1'or Lroth

PECVD or etching if it is conducted in a temperature rarì-qe of'200-

300'c.

(5) Most of the radiation-inducecl defects and charges can be annealed

out by a standard PMA treatment. However, some darnage inchlced

by plasma radiation at temperatures higher than 200 oC remains

unaltered even after a standard PMA treatment.


